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Abstract
Banks have become increasingly restrictive in their lending towards real estate, a development
that is expected to continue due to further regulations, such as the Basel framework, and the
emergence of new alternative financing options. As described by interview respondents,
companies have shown an increased preference for a mix of capital sources following the
financial crisis of 2008, which has led to an increase in demand on the capital and alternative
markets. Factors that may have affected this development is the inflated corporate interest in
maintaining a good credit rating and a change in investor sentiment towards a wider
diversification. On the Swedish market, the so-called debt funds are a relatively new
phenomenon and the purpose of this paper is to investigate how and what conditions that exist
and have been necessary for this development. Debt funds already play a prominent role in
real estate funding on other markets, such as US and UK, which could indicate a similar
development on the Swedish market henceforth. However, as shown in the paper the markets
are different on a systematic level, which makes it hard to draw parallels. Furthermore, as
described in the empirical study the Swedish AIF market is underdeveloped in many respects
since Swedish companies traditionally have used bank loans or turned to the capital markets
- with a preference for equity before debt. With new regulations being introduced in the banking
sector, the bank risk appetite has become more volatile, however, the banks retain a strong
position and a continued large exposure to the real estate sector which may be due to the
banks being well capitalized and an overall increased demand for capital. The increased
demand for capital may also have given rise to favorable conditions for alternative financing
options. However, in order for debt funds to continue to grow the key is most likely going to be
offering loans with more favorable terms and longer maturities compared to other financing
options.
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Sammanfattning
Bankerna har blivit alltmer restriktiva i sin utlåning till fastigheter, en utveckling som förväntas
fortgå på grund av fortsatta regleringar, exempelvis genom Baselregelverk och uppkomsten
av nya alternativa finansieringslösningar. Som beskrivits av intervjurespondenter har företag
visat ett ökat fokus för en mix av kapitalkällor efter finanskrisen 2008, vilket har öppnat upp för
en ökad efterfrågan på kapitalmarknaderna och nya alternativ som exempelvis skuldfonder.
Faktorer som kan ha påverkat denna utveckling är det förhöjda intresset hos företag att
upprätthålla en god kreditvärdighet och en ökad preferens för en bredare diversifiering hos
investerarna. På den svenska marknaden är de så kallade skuldfonderna ett relativt nytt
fenomen och syftet med denna studie är att undersöka hur och vilka förutsättningar som finns
och har varit nödvändiga för denna utveckling. Skuldfonder innehar redan en betydande roll i
fastighetsfinansiering på andra marknader, såsom USA och Storbritannien, vilket skulle kunna
indikera en liknande utveckling på den svenska marknaden framöver. Som det framgår av
studien så är dock marknaderna olika ur ett systemperspektiv, vilket gör det svårt att dra
paralleller. Dessutom är den svenska AIF-marknaden, som beskrivs i den empiriska
undersökningen, relativt primitiv i många avseenden eftersom svenska företag traditionellt sett
använt banklån eller vänt sig till kapitalmarknaderna med preferenser för aktier före skuld.
Med nya regler införda inom banksektorn har bankernas riskaptit blivit mer volatil, men
bankerna har behållit en stark ställning och fortsatt stor exponering mot fastighetssektorn,
vilket kan bero på att bankerna är väl kapitaliserade och en generell ökning på efterfrågan av
kapital. Den ökade efterfrågan på kapital kan också ha gett upphov till gynnsamma villkor för
alternativa finansieringsalternativ att etablera sig på marknaden. Framöver är förmodligen den
främsta nyckeln att erbjuda lån med gynnsamma villkor och längre löptider jämfört med andra
finansieringsalternativ för att skuldfonderna ska ha möjlighet att växa.
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1.0 Introduction
In this study, the aim is to examine the existing conditions on the Swedish market for debt
funds within the real estate sector. The need for alternative financing options may be a result
of the regulatory framework as well as the general structure of the financial system. The
phenomenon of debt funds has increased in demand on both the US and the UK market since
the financial crisis of 2008 (Scope ratings; Deloitte, 2015; 2019). This may result in an increase
also on other markets around the world, nevertheless the Swedish market. The characteristics
of the Swedish market is heavily focused on the traditional bank financing, where the bank
plays a great role in the financial infrastructure. Many companies, especially focused on real
estate, are dependent on banks. Also, the relationship between the bank and its customers is
heavily integrated in the traditional credit evaluation process. Further, in theory, companies
tend to favor debt financing before turning to its equity holders and issuing new stocks. This
is mainly due to what is commonly referred to as the pecking-order theory which states that
investors place different belief in the company depending on how management act when
choosing their capital structure (Brealey, Myers and Allen 2011, 460-463).

Reduced lending appetite towards real estate in a bank-dominated market may result in the
need of diversification in this matter. The Nordic real estate financing is volatile and dependent
on the appetite of a handful of banks, representing the vast majority of lending in general. As
a result of regulations from Basel and Solvency the overall liquidity of banks and insurance
companies have been affected as it has enforced stronger restrictions on the institutes’ overall
lending capacity. Furthermore, real estate lending is a rather discouraged asset class in Basel
III. Due to the handful of banks within the Nordic real estate market and its exposure to real
estate, it may force banks to reduce sector allocation, which effects the potential of new
financing. However, borrowers have also been given more options as more competitors, in
the form of other type of financial institutes and the capital market, have entered the market
that challenges the banks’ traditional products with a strong emphasis on relationship-banking
were the bank is using borrower-specific information which is only available to the parties
involved (Boot & Thakor, 2000).

Capital structure decisions pose a lot of challenges to firms. Determining an appropriate mix
of equity and debt is one of the most strategic decisions companies need to face, especially
as the company grows. A wrongful funding decision has the tendency of stalling the fortunes
of any business (Modugu, 2013, 14-27). Furthermore, the capital structure of a company, in
large extent, affects the credit rating and the alternative financing options may play a more
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significant role in the future as this progress. The credit rating agencies place a lot of focus on
the unencumbered asset ratio, the amount of secured debt and the maturity of the debt when
determining a rating (Moody's, 2017; 2018). This could be a driving factor to why a company
aims to diversify its financing sources. This may further affect the market for alternative
financing options.

1.1 Research question
The following research question have been developed to investigate the aforementioned
discussion:

What conditions exist on the Swedish real estate market and what role will debt funds
play as an alternative financing option in the future?

In prior studies, the role of alternative financing to banking have been explored, however, there
is a shortage of thorough investigations conducted on debt funds in Sweden. Therefore, it is
important to expand this research area in order to adopt to the current market situation. The
ambition of this paper is to contribute with an improved understanding on the fundamentals of
debt funds and its potential uprising on the Swedish market, where there is little or no previous
study on the particular area. By conducting a qualitative study on this topic, it is intended to
underlie the financial, regulatory and structural integrity of the financial market.

1.2 Limitations
When discussing real estate financing there are a number of different options available on the
market. This paper does not take into account nor conduct deeper investigation on all of these
options, but instead choose to focus on the role played by debt funds - registered as AIFs and banks. In order to investigate debt funds, it is relevant to understand the development of
the capital markets and therefore some emphasis have been placed on examining the
Swedish bond market. However, the paper will not include the investor perspective regarding
portfolio optimization or the borrower’s perspective, but instead focus on the investor
sentiment and the general view of the market. The paper will mainly focus on the development
of the Swedish market but in order to understand what may drive the development, some
efforts have been placed in briefly exploring other large markets such as the US, EU and UK.
Furthermore, as this is a complex area of finance there are most likely a multitude of small
factors which may be interesting to investigate more extensively.
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2.0 Methodology
2.1 Choice of method
We have chosen to perform a qualitative study due to the complexity and non-standardization
of the underlying topic. It could therefore be considered inappropriate and inadequate to
conduct a statistical analysis and a quantitative study on this topic. The study will first and
foremost be based on primary data collected through interviews with industry professionals.
The interviews have been conducted to provide perspective on the subject when brought
together with previous research, financial theories and the current regulatory framework and
its impact on the financial climate. The interviews will result in an in-depth perspective from
different counterparties helping us to connect the dots and contribute to a wider understanding
of debt funds on the Swedish market. It has therefore been considered of the utmost
importance to cast a wide net and collect interviews from multiple perspectives to avoid
wrongful or inconclusive results on the underlying questions of the study (Marshall, 1996, 522).

In order to understand what the future may offer in terms of debt funds, as an alternative to
real estate funding on the Swedish market this paper will first take aim on the underlying
momentum of this phenomenon and investigate which external driving forces, in terms of
regulatory, financial and structural aspects that may have formed the market in recent years.
While being a fairly established way of financing on the US & UK real estate market, the
conditions on these markets may suggest that this will reflect also on the Swedish market and
what implications this will have on the structure of the capital and banking market henceforth.

2.2 Data Collection
2.2.1 Interviews
Interviews can be categorized into structured and unstructured. A structured interview may
include surveys with a standardized approach when formulating the questions that emphasis
fixed responses, which can be used as a sample in statistical methods. Unstructured
interviews instead focus on the respondent’s ability to answer freely and discuss their opinions,
relations and behaviors. However, a combined approach can also be used in what is called a
semi-structured interview, where the idea is to give the respondent the freedom to give their
opinion on a specific topic within bounds. This results in a situation where us as interviewers
can maintain control of the interview itself and obtain the necessary facts. With this taken into
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consideration, we will be taking a semi-structured approach to our primary data collection.
(Hatry, Newcomer & Wholey 2015, 492-504)

2.2.2 Choice of interview respondents
When examining the existing conditions for debt funds on the Swedish market we have
conducted interviews with real estate and banking professionals. To widen the perspective,
the following includes insights from banks, fund representatives and the general financial
industry.

Interviewed banking representatives: Louis Landeman, Head of Credit Analysis, Danske
Bank; Pål Bergström, Chief Compliance Officer, Svenska Handelsbanken; Martin Blåvarg,
Head of Group Control, Svenska Handelsbanken.

Interviewed fund representatives: Pontus Sundin, Debt CEO, Brunswick Real Estate; Johan
Frykholm, CEO, Fastum Hypoteksförvaltning AB.

Interviewed industry representatives: Helena Wedin, Head of ETP Services, Global Trading &
Market Services, NASDAQ; Pernilla Mellkvist, Senior Account Manager ETF/ETP Europe
Global Trading & Market Services, NASDAQ; Roni Gani, Lead Account Manager Nordic Fixed
Income Market; Adam Kastengren Sandberg, Director Corporate Bond & Loan Transactions,
Nordic Trustee; Christian Svanfeldt, Director Corporate Bond & Loan Transactions, Nordic
Trustee.

2.2.3 Secondary data
The secondary data is based on previous studies and theories related to the subject. To obtain
these studies, well renowned and recognized databases, such as Google Scholar, KTH
database, Swedish Central Bank, well recognized and knowledgeable corporations, other
scientific journals as well as other large governmental bodies research institutions have been
searched to find relevant data. In order to provide the latest details on current market related
subjects, prominent news organizations and websites such as the BBC and The Economist
have been used, however, only to a smaller extent to limit the possibility of the study’s
credibility being compromised.
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2.3 The credibility of the study
To achieve high credibility and trustworthiness the study needs to be based on dependable
data and it needs to have high reliability, validity and replicability. Since the interviews will be
the primary source of data collection, a lot of effort will be put into interpreting and analyzing
the collected answers. This could lead to inaccurate conclusions or wrongful interpretations
being made by the authors compared to what the respondents were trying to convey and
hereby affect the overall credibility of the study (Marshall, 1996, 522).

All respondents have therefore, in advance, been sent the material and text tied to their
respective interview and have been given the chance to confirm whether or not the collected
information is correct. This have been done to increase both the overall quality of the study
and the credibility to ensure that all the information given by interview respondents is relevant
and correct.

2.3.1 Reliability
When taking reliability in consideration - the ability for another author to reach the same
conclusions and results if the study is repeated -, the most obvious obstacle would be the fact
that the empiric study is based on interviews that include personal opinions, statements and
discussions that would be difficult to reproduce. The interviews also reflect the market situation
at the time of the making of this paper. This could lead to what is commonly referred to as the
time inconsistency problem; meaning that the subject preferences could change over time and
that if the interview was reproduced in the future, other answers could be perceived (Selden,
2018). In order to increase the reliability of this study, secondary data, which is based on
previously published works and official documents from EU, country specific supervisory
authorities and governmental bodies is used as these can be associated with high credibility.

2.3.2 Validity
Validity determines how well the study measure what it was intended to measure and how
trustworthy the results are (Golafshani, 2003, 599). The problem that might occur in this matter
is that the questions and discussions of the interviews may be angled in favor of the
respondent rather to the impartial take that we aim for in the interviews. This could especially
be critical due to the fact that our approach consists of a semi-structure, which gives the
respondents more opportunity to skew the results, deliberately or not. To minimize this
obstacle, we will aim to formulate the questions as well as possible to try and eradicate
undeliberate errors and also record the interview session if given consent.
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2.3.3 Replicability
As aforementioned, the underlying obstacles prove to make the replicability difficult in future
studies. This is mainly due to the difficulty related to the reliability, but the results of the study
can still be considered useful. (Golafshani, 2003, 598)
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3.0 Theory
3.1 Traditional bank financing and alternative financing
When it comes to financing of real estate, the most traditional option is getting a loan from a
bank. New regulations set out in Basel III and funding issues caused by the ongoing economic
uncertainties may result in the shrinking of bank balance sheets. Overexposure by banks and
the impact of the new regulations imply increased costs for real estate lending and a change
in the risk appetite may be in order in the future. The uncertainties around the financial system
are not likely to change in the near future. Furthermore, the nature of the changes occurring
in the banking system imply a structural shift is taking place. Therefore, as well as
strengthening their existing relationships, borrowers now seek access to additional sources of
capital in addition to traditional bank financing. The larger companies have access to
unsecured bond markets, but for the remainder of the market there are fewer options. New
sources of debt are therefore being sought to fill the gap being left by the banking market.
When considering the favorable regulatory environment introduced by Solvency II for the
insurance industry, the changes represent an opportunity for institutions who are seeking
investments which provide a low risk and stable return profile (ING, 2012). This is where i.e.
debt funds registered under the AIF regulation position themselves in Sweden.

Due to the change in market direction and the reduction from traditional banking sources after
the financial crisis of 2008 the non-traditional lenders entered the market in a substantial way.
Debt funds have emerged the market since then and plays a great role on both the US and
the EU market as a core part of many investors’ portfolios. Debt investing differs from equity
due to lower risk and relatively predictable and stable income. It can be seen as beneficial
diversification in one's portfolio when taking in consideration also the opportunity to allocating
funds to an income-oriented investment that has senior to all other positions. Avamore Capital
further states that the correlation with equities is generally lower when compared to fixedincome instruments. (Avamore Capital, 2016)

3.1.1 Corporate bonds
Corporate bonds can best be described as a debt security which is issued by a corporation in
need of capital and further sold to investors. The bonds are not usually backed by physical
assets as collateral but is instead backed by the payment ability of the underlying company
and investors receive interest depending on the credit quality of the bond, which is dependent
on the underlying rating. This type of financing may be preferred to issuing new stock as the
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company do not have to give up any equity to the investors and from an investors perspective
this is considered safer than a stock investment as bondholders rank higher than stockholders
in case of bankruptcy. (Beckman et al; Fidelity, 2015; 2019, 40)

Swedish companies have historically been dependent on the banks for most of their funding.
During the period 2011-2014, Bonthron (2014, 2) found that companies have increasingly
started to use bonds in order to replace bank loans. Corporate bonds therefore play a
significantly larger role for an increasing proportion of their loan-based financing. This may be
an effect after the financial crisis of 2008, with many companies reporting that they have had
difficulty accessing the capital they desire through bank loans. Corporate bonds have therefore
been used by companies to diversify their funding and reduce their dependence on the
banking industry.

In the years post-crisis, investors have to a larger degree also started to demand more risky
investments. This has led to an increased demand for bonds with lower credit quality and
companies with a low credit rating - or no credit rating whatsoever - have been able to increase
their issuance of bonds. With the low interest rate environment, the expected return on safer
assets, e.g. government bonds, has decreased. Many investors have therefore considered to
expand its risk spectrum towards more risky assets such as corporate bonds in order to
achieve higher returns (Joyce et al., 2014).

Furthermore, the costs associated with different capital sources are a key factor in how a
company chose to form their capital structure. For most large Swedish companies, Bonthron
(2014, 3) states that they are actually able to fund themselves cheaper on the bond market
than the Swedish banks.

In recent years, commercial real estate companies have increased their market funding by
issuing larger volumes of bonds and certificates. During these years, the real estate sector as
a whole has accounted for just over 40% of the total value of issued corporate bonds in
Swedish krona. However, it is worth noting that in 2014 barely half of the bonds issued by
Swedish corporates were issued on the Swedish market (Bonthron 2014, 4). The commercial
real estate companies that have issued securities in recent years have relatively short
maturities (Riksbanken, 2018).
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Figure 1: Swedish bond market share & Swedish corporate bonds market share (Landeman, 2019).

As illustrated in Figure 1, the Swedish corporate bond market is still relatively small compared
to the total bond market. However, most of the corporate bonds issued are in fact issued by
the real estate industry, showing that there is a significant need for the industry to use capital
markets in order to secure the capital required. The credit ratings for the companies have
therefore started to play a larger role in each corporation’s capital structure. (Landeman, 2019)

3.1.2 Bond trustee
When issuing a bond, the issuer commonly appoints a trustee to represent the bondholders.
Usually, the trustee is a professional specialist entity or a specialist trustee subsidiary of a
financial institution. A trustee protects the bondholders and the issuer’s rights. If a trustee is
appointed by the issuer, the undertaking of the issuer to pay interest and to repay principal will
be vested in the trustee. Although the entity chosen to act as trustee is appointed by the issuer,
the trustee has a fiduciary responsibility towards the bondholders. (ICMA-NAFMII 2018, 3)

On the Swedish bond market, trustees have not always played a role. Instead the banks have
helped companies that want to issue bonds and then further mediate the bonds to investors.
Handelsbanken, Nordea, SEB, Swedbank and Danske Bank together represented 83% of the
total volume issued in 2014 with a focus on representing bonds with higher credit quality. For
bonds of lower credit rating, smaller entities such as Pareto was the main representative.
Furthermore, it is not uncommon that the banks not only were involved in the issuance but to
an extent also acted as an investor in the bond. (Bonthron 2014, 6)
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3.1.3 Debt funds fundamentals
A debt fund can be referred to as an investment pool, which includes a mutual fund or fixed
income investments. Debt funds in their most general form can include a variety of different
financial instruments, including but not limited to; bonds, asset-backed securities and money
market instruments. Due to the nature of the investments it is more suited for a risk-averse
investor. Essentially the meaning of debt investments is that the investor acts as a lender to
the property owner or the deal sponsor (Valentum, n.d.). The loan is secured by the property
itself and investors receive a fixed rate of return.

As illustrated by Figure 2, the debt can be divided into a number of different tranches or
strategies that come with their individual artefacts and risk. Furthermore, the Loan-To-Value
(LTV) plays an important role in the categorization and strategy as modern portfolio theory
presents the higher the risk, the higher the reward. (INREV, 2012)

The different strategies are the following:

1. Senior debt: a securitized loan with high security as the holder of the debt will have a
claim on the asset placed as security and will receive payment before other unsecured
debt holders and equity holders are paid, in the event of a default (Hiller et al, 2010).
This debt category usually comes
with a lower LTV and a lower
potential return due to the low risk.
2. Subordinated debt: consists of a
number of loan types, such as
stretched senior (40%-60% LTV),
junior

(60%-70%

LTV)

and

mezzanine (70%-80% LTV). The
target group for this strategy is
commonly real estate investors.

Figure 2: INREV (2012).

3. Whole loans: typically, a combination of senior and mezzanine debt. This is attractive
for investors who are looking for a complete solution (INREV, 2012).
4. Mixed debt: a fund manager may adopt a mix of loans within the whole capital stack,
which implies for a mixed strategy approach. Based on the above-mentioned strategies
to incorporate a mixed strategy (INREV, 2012).
5. Distressed loans: debt that is usually purchased at a significant discount from the
original debt holder. This purchased debt is usually in default or very likely to be in
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default in the near future and comes with a credit rating worse than junk bonds. This
debt comes with a higher risk but is usually secured meaning that a liquidation of the
borrower necessarily does not equal a loss of the investment (Corporate Finance
Institute, n.d.).

3.2 The psychological aspects of debt vs equity issuance
Companies tend to favor debt financing before turning to its equity holders and issuing new
stocks. This is mainly due to what is commonly referred to as the pecking-order theory which
states that investors place different belief in the company depending on how management
acts when choosing their capital structure. As management behold asymmetric information,
debt issuance is interpreted by investors as a sign of increased confidence in the company
from management. Meanwhile, equity issuance leads to the opposite effect. This creates the
pecking-order on which the theory is based, i.e. internal funds should be used as a primary
source of capital, debt issuance being a close second and finally equity issuance if there is a
need for a last resort where the company is no longer able to get funded through debt
issuance. The result of this may imply that the opportunity to borrow ought to be prioritized
and the more opportunities to favor debt finance, the more positive the effect according to the
theory (Brealey, Myers and Allen 2011, 460-463). This has also been discussed in ‘Corporate
financing and investments decisions when firms have information that investors do not have’
by Myers and Majluf (1984).

A study performed by Howe & Shilling
(1998) examined the stock price reaction
when

Real

Estate

Investment

Trusts

(REITs) announced new security offerings
from a tax perspective. They found that
announcing debt issuance would have a
positive effect on stock price, while the
same effect for an announcement of equity
issuance would be reversed. These claims Figure 3: The pecking-order and what effect it plays on
were

further

corroborated

in

studies stock price (Howe and Shilling & Brealey, Myers and Allen,

conducted by Ghosh (1999) and Nag &

1988 & 2011).

Sirmans (2000). In a further investigation by Brounen & Eichholtz (2001) the same result negative effect when issuing equity, positive when issuing debt - could be observed for
European property companies with an even more extended perspective showing that more
variables than just taxation are significant factors when looking into the stock price reaction.
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3.3 Financing Choice and Liability Structure of Real Estate
Investment Trusts
In a report, Brown & Riddiough (2003) conducted an analysis of public financial offerings of
Equity REITs, taking in consideration the effect of liability structure and whether companies
target longer-run debt ratios. The findings show that proceeds from equity offers are more
common to fund investment and public debt offer proceeds are more likely used to reconfigure
the liability structure of the company. Furthermore, public debt issuers are often associated
with targeting total leverage ratios to retain an investment grade credit rating, due to the fact
that public debt issuers are often capital constrained. Lastly, decisions regarding issuance
choice is affected by companies’ level of secured and unsecured debt. The higher the secured
debt in the liability structure pre-offer the more a company tends to issue equity. Other findings,
states that the market for public REIT debt is integrated with the broader debt markets and
that higher credit quality firms issue bonds with longer maturities. Further discussions on this
topic is advocated when aiming to understand why debt is used to finance the ownership of
real estate and which types of debt are most advantageous. For instance, REITs are not equity
capital constrained in the same way that private real estate investors are.

3.3.1 Credit ratings on the Nordic real estate market
Moody's presented general comments on the real estate sector in Sweden where key
highlights and characteristics of the rated real estate companies was mentioned. The credit
quality of these companies remained stable during 2018 and the upcoming year.
"Credit quality will be stable in the short-term, but as we near the end of the economic cycle
real estate markets will soften, yields and vacancies will stabilize and lease growth will slow,"
said Maria Gillholm, Vice President - Senior Credit Officer at Moody's.
"We have changed the outlook on Balder's long term issuer rating to positive from stable
because of the company's improved debt maturity profile and unencumbered asset ratio
following recent and planned senior unsecured bond issuances whose proceeds will refinance
outstanding short dated secured debt". Says Maria Gillholm, Moody's Vice President -- Senior
Credit Officer and lead analyst on Balder.

When reading company-specific comments, one can further observe that the rating agency
place a lot of focus on the unencumbered asset ratio, the amount of secured debt and the
maturity of the debt when determining a rating. (Moody's, 2017; 2018)
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3.4 The effects of different financial structures
As the US do not follow Basel III, or other EU regulations, their regulatory framework have led
to quite a different banking system compared to the system used throughout the rest of the
developed world. With approximately 6 000 commercial banks, the US have an extraordinary
number of banks. This can be compared to that of every other industrialized country in the
world which all have less than 1 000 commercial banks. This immense difference can mainly
be attributed to the fact that the US bank market traditionally have consisted of small local
banks that generally have not conducted business on an interstate level; compared to the
national banking system used throughout the rest of the developed world. With this type of
system, the banks become smaller and have less capital to deploy. This is favorable for
smaller businesses as they will be of more interest to the bank but limits the possibility for the
banks to lend to more capitalized projects. This is also one of the main reasons the US
historically have chosen this type of banking system. Furthermore, authorities have feared a
system with a few banks dominating the entire sector and hereby creating a less competitive
environment. Obviously, this creates a huge gap in capital demand that have had to be filled
by other financiers and have opened up the opportunity for funds and other investment
vehicles to step in and fill the void in the debt market. With time, the banks in the US have
started to consolidate more and more leading to a decreasing number of commercial banks.
One advantage of having a large bank with great diversity in its portfolio, both domestically
and internationally, is that they are not as sensitive to bank failure, due to one part of the
portfolio failing. Generally, this would lead to lower system risk if banks became larger and
overall fewer. On the other hand, one disadvantage of this is that, the bigger the bank, the less
keen are they to do business with smaller companies, i.e. SME. (Mishkin, 2016)

3.4.1 Can relationship banking survive competition?
In the paper Can relationship banking survive competition? the authors are creating a model
to study the effects of increased competition within the banking sector. With globalization and
a more connected world the banks face more severe competition not only from their local bank
competitors but also on an interstate and cross-border level. Borrowers have also been given
more options as more competitors, in the form of other type of financial institutes and the
capital market, have entered the market that challenges the banks’ traditional products with a
strong emphasis on relationship-banking were the bank is using borrower-specific information
which is only available to the parties involved. However, the authors state that the banks have
been wrongfully viewed in previous studies and that banking have become more and more a
mix between the traditional relationship-banking and transaction banking - which have
previously been viewed as a characteristic of the capital markets. They further conclude that
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while creating a deeper relationship with its customers is a costly method, the way a bank
decides to conduct their business is dependent on their choice of strategy. In summary; their
key results are that higher levels of interbank competition leads to more relationship banking
but with less value for borrowers, meanwhile bigger competition from the capital market will
reduce the total bank lending but produce more value for borrowers and an increased
competition from any party does not necessarily equal improved borrower welfare. (Boot &
Thakor, 2000)

3.5 Systematic risk tied to direct investments
In the article “Alternative investment funds implications for financial stability” the authors states
that the rapid growth of assets under alternative investment funds (AIF) could have a negative
impact on the financial stability on the Lithuanian market. Private equity and real estate funds
that invest in the real estate sector have a more direct impact on the economy and the financial
system. Due to the small share of AIF, the impact may not yet be as great but in the event of
this phenomenon growing, the circumstances may be of difference. When comparing this
against financial instruments provided by banks, the nature of these instruments may have a
more indirect impact. To conclude, the systematic risk may be higher regarding AIF due to the
direct impact on the economy (Jarašius & Galiniené 2014, p. 1-2). These risks were at the
core for the EU when planning the AIFM-directive - Alternative Investment Fund Manager
Directive 2011/61/EU - that later was implemented in 2011. Worth noting is that the directive
has been under substantial scrutiny and multiple changes have been made since its original
introduction in 2009 (Zimdahl 2010, 34-37).

3.6 Basel III
Basel III is a set of internationally agreed upon measures developed by the Basel Committee
on Banking Supervision in response to the financial crisis of 2008. The purpose of the
measurements is to strengthen the regulation, supervision and risk management of banks.
The new regulation is an extension of the existing Basel II framework and introduces new
capital and liquidity standards. The global capital framework and new capital buffers require
financial institutions to hold more capital and higher quality of capital than under Basel II rules.
The new leverage ratio introduces a non-risk-based measure to supplement the risk-based
minimum capital requirements. The new liquidity ratios ensure that adequate funding is
maintained in case there are new severe banking crisis. (Bis, 2019)
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Risk-weighted assets in a larger extent stayed unchanged in Basel III compared to the
previous Basel II. Fundamentally, risk-weighted assets represent a bank’s assets weighted by
coefficients of risk. The higher the credit risk of an asset, the higher its risk weight. Credit
ratings of certain assets determine the risk coefficients. When looking at the risk weights,
illustrated in Figure 4, on different asset classes it is clear that the general CRE is equivalent
or corresponds to bank exposures rated below B- or general corporates rated below BB-. In
other words, CRE corresponds to a heavy load in a bank’s capital requirements that are
determined of the risk of the asset. (BIS, 2017, 3-4)

Figure 4 – A selection of risk-weights in the Basel III framework (BIS, 2017, 3-4).

3.6.1 Capital requirements
3.6.1.1 Capital conservation buffer
As of 2010, the bank’s equity capital and accumulated profits, adjusted for certain deductions
and additions, need to withstand a capital buffer of 4,5% of the risk-weighted assets. There
are now further requirements for a capital conservation buffer of 2,5% more than previously
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that the banks need to meet to be able to freely determine the size of the dividends they pay
to shareholders and the bonuses paid to employees. The minimum is therefore in practice 7%
of the risk-weighted assets. The size of the risk-based capital requirements has varied over
time. The consequences of the introduction of Basel III has set a new trend for Swedish banks
and their risk appetite. Many banks risk-weighted assets have declined in the recent years
which is illustrated in Figure 5. (Riksbanken, 2017)

Figure 5; Swedish banks’ risk-weighted assets and total assets from 2011-2017 (SEK billion) (Riksbanken, 2017,
3).

One reason for this may be that the banks having changed the composition of their assets and
lending money to less risky customers than before according to the Swedish Central Bank.
But one contributory factor might also conclude that internal models have been introduced for
an increasingly large share of the banks’ portfolios. Which may lead to the question whether
the capital requirements calculated using internal models adequately reflect the actual risks in
the banks. (Riksbanken, 2017, 3)

3.6.1.2 Countercyclical capital buffer
As the market fluctuate over time the circumstances change as a result, which effects the
overall action requirements of banks. The countercyclical capital buffer aims to ensure that
banking sector capital requirements take into account the macro-financial environment (Bis 1,
2018). Its primary objective is to incorporate a buffer of capital to achieve the broader
macroprudential goal of protecting the banking sector from periods of excess aggregate credit
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growth that have often been associated with the build-up of system-wide risk. During periods
of strong economic growth and high credit growth, banks should maintain capital buffers that
they can then utilize during periods of financial uncertainty. The idea of the capital buffers is
to enhance the banks’ resilience. In Sweden, Finansinspektionen is responsible for setting the
countercyclical buffer which applies for all the banks (Finansinspektionen, 2019).

3.6.1.3 Higher common equity
The regulation requires banks to set aside enough capital to cover unexpected losses in case
of unexpected crisis. The amount of capital depends on the risk associated with the assets of
a bank and the capital is then assigned certain grades in relation to its quality and risk. The
tier 1 capital is considered to going concern capital and allow banks to continue its business
and remain solvent. The highest quality is referred to as common equity tier 1 (CET1) capital.
The tier 2 capital is considered to be gone concern capital which gives banks the possibility to
repay depositors and senior creditors if a bank becomes insolvent. When looking at the total
capital, banks are obligated to withhold capital that equal at least 7% of the risk-weighted
assets, where the above mentioned highest CET1 should make up at least 4,5%. (CEU, 2019)

3.6.1.4 Minimum total capital ratio
The leverage ratio was introduced, and the ratio standards aims to ensure that banks have a
certain excess in the relation of higher common equity and the banks average total
consolidated assets. The idea behind the leverage ratio requirement is to bring transparency
to supplementary capital requirements that prevents other capital requirements and the banks’
capital levels from falling too low. The Basel Committee introduced a national minimum
requirement for the banks’ leverage ratios of 3%, with higher requirements for systemically
important banks on a global scale. (Riksbanken, 2017, 5)

3.6.2 Liquidity requirements
3.6.2.1 Liquidity Coverage Ratio
Following the financial crisis of 2008, it was deemed that the banks’ liquidity was one of the
primary concerns going forward. The crisis illuminated the fact that even though the banks, in
most cases, were able to provide sufficient capital levels, the liquidity on the market could
disappear swiftly. In order for the banks to have more resilience short-term and to minimize
the overall liquidity risk, the Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) was created and introduced in the
beginning of 2015 as part of the Basel III framework. The ratio requires the internationally
active banks to uphold a minimum level of liquidity which in turn may give them a better ability
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to absorb sudden shock in the markets and avoid a spillover effect to the economy. To achieve
this, the banks must hold High-Quality Liquid Assets (HQLA) that can easily and immediately
be transformed into cash to cover their liquidity needs over a 30-calendar day liquidity stress
scenario. To avert any consequences on the economy caused by the implementation of the
regulation, the ratio has been phased in but is now fully implemented since the start of the
2019 calendar year. (BCBS 2013, 1-5)

The banks are also expected to follow the Principles for Sound Liquidity Risk Management
and Supervision - or ‘Sound Principles’ -, published by The Basel Committee on Banking
Supervision, in 2008. It provides guidelines for the banks and supervisors on risk management
tied to liquidity. (BCBS 2013, 1)

3.6.2.2 Net stable funding ratio
Finally, Basel III introduced capital requirements to cover Credit Value Adjustments risk and
higher capital requirements for securitization products (Bis, 2019). The Net Stable Funding
Ratio (NSFR) aims to promote resilience in a long-term perspective by creating incentives for
banks to fund their activities with more stable sources of funding. Private incentives to limit
excessive reliance on unstable funding of liquid core assets are weak. For instance, banks
may rely on unstable short-term wholesale funding to quickly increase their lending capacity,
which will contribute to an unstable financial stability during stressed situations. (Bis 2, 2018).

3.6.3 Basel III framework on a national level
Despite the complex and heavy framework provided by the Basel legislation the banks are
also expected to complete their own idiosyncratic stress tests to see if their minimum capital
and liquidity levels are up to par with the Basel framework as well as sufficient from their own
and the national authorities point of view. The system hereby anticipates, and expect, an
adequate level of self-regulation by the industry in order to fulfill the goals of the legislation.
For the same reason, the national authorities can act on their own behalf and raise the
requirements set by the regulations to better suit their respective market situation. (BCBS
2013, 1-6)

3.6.4 Basel III and the impact on bond markets
In the report Basel III and the impact on bond markets, Nout Wellink states that the liquidity
coverage requirements could influence fixed-income markets. The liquid coverage ratio
changes the relative preferences for banks to hold certain asset classes. Assets that are
considered liquid under the new regulation might turn out more popular, unlike the assets
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considered less liquid. The result of this should lead to an increased demand for high quality
corporate bonds, covered bonds and sovereign bonds rather than other bank bonds,
securitized assets and lower quality corporate bonds. The end results according to the author
is that the banks’ reaction to the introduction of new liquidity standards are uncertain. Banks
could scale back business activities that are vulnerable to liquidity risk or lengthen the maturity
of their funding (Wellink, 2011, 2). Addressing the requirement in the NSFR for banks results
in an urge to look for more stable sources of funding. Since the competition is high in the terms
of funding markets, the additional demand by banks could drive up the yield on bank bonds.
Either banks ought to raise more retail deposits or banks could issue more secured funding,
for instance, covered bonds, or issue more long-term unsecured bonds. In the end, the longterm debt markets might need to expand significantly to meet the additional demand by banks
due to the new regulations (Wellink, 2011, 3).

3.7 Solvency II
Solvency II represents the regulation of insurance companies unlike Basel where banks are
targeted. The objectives of Solvency II are to increase consumer protection with refined and
unified policies and transparency towards consumers. Secondly, an increased and enlarged
focus on compliance and modernized supervision. Thirdly, the aim is to harmonize the
supervision regimes across Europe. Lastly, the regulation aims to increase the international
competitiveness of European insurance. Solvency does not only address capital, it is a
program of regulatory requirements. Regulation for instance insurance, corporate governance,
risk assessment and management etc. (Lloyd’s, 2016). The legislation itself is built around
three different stems that each focus on a separate area.

3.7.1 Capital requirements
The Solvency Capital Requirement (SCR) has to be covered by own funds of the same amount
which enable insurers to withstand high levels of unexpected losses and give reasonable
assurance to policyholders and beneficiaries that payments will be made in case of fall due.
The Minimum Capital Requirement (MCR) is when the level of own funds falls below a certain
level where the policyholders (the counterparty who signed the insurance) interests are at
serious risk of being covered in the event of unexpected circumstances. If this level is
exceeded the insurer might get the authorization withdrawn (FFSA, 2016).
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3.7.2 Governance & Supervision
Governance and supervision place an emphasis on how insurance businesses are governed
by looking over the management and structure. It effectively compels the insurer to identify
the risks they are undertaking through their business model and to what extent they could
pose a potential problem. By doing this the insurer also have to look over how it can manage
and report these risks to supervisory authorities meaning that insurers always have to keep a
close eye on risk management attached to their business model. A strong internal audit
function and consistent internal controls are therefore of the utmost importance in order to
comply with the legislation. (FFSA, 2016)

Additionally, insurers must take into account and conduct an own risk and solvency
assessment which should reflect the insurer’s own risk and solvency assessment. This has
been created with the intent that the insurer can make accurate assessment on risk and
solvency based on their own risk profile and capital. (EIOPA, 2015)

3.7.3 Reporting & Disclosure
The aim of reporting and disclosure is to ensure a consistent implementation of European
regulatory and supervisory frameworks and to support the goal to improve the efficiency and
consistency of the supervision of financial institutions across the EU. The insurer is obligated
to report to national authorities on an annual and quarterly basis in the purpose of maintaining
financial stability. When this is implemented the monitoring and supervision can be made more
efficient and contribute to a more stable and reliable financial structure. (EIOPA, n.d.)

3.8 Basel III and Solvency II in the US?
As Basel III and Solvency II are legislations passed by the EU, they are not applicable in the
US. However, the US has adopted the fundamentals of Basel III and implemented a similar
regulation to Solvency II in the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) to
act on a level playing field with their European competitors. For instance, the US proposed
rules to implement the liquidity coverage ratio, which would strengthen the liquidity positions
of large financial institutions. The implementation of rules from Basel III was finalized 2013 in
the US. (Fed, 2017)
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3.8.1 Basel III and Bank-Lending: Evidence from the US and EU
The IMF paper, Basel III and Bank-Lending: Evidence from the US and EU, analysis the impact
of capital and liquidity on bank-lending since the 2008 financial crisis and the new measures
introduced and enhanced in the Basel III regulatory framework. The results show that small
US banks strengthened their financial solidity and loss absorption capacities when expanding
both commercial, retail and other credit activities. On the other hand, the large banks only
strengthened their leverage ratios, when approving riskier illiquid commercial loans. They
further observed that the capital ratios have significant and negative impacts on bank lending
growth for large European banks in consequences of deleveraging and the so called “credit
crunch” in Europe post-crisis. On the other hand, when looking at the liquidity ratios, the results
showed a positive impact on the effect on bank lending growths. Large US banks benefited
from broader access to external funding and allocated less stable funding when expanding
their semi-liquid retail and lending activities. However, small US banks expanded their risky
and illiquid commercial lending activities while relying more on stable core deposit funding
sources (IMF, 2017, 5). The authors implied that the definition and measurement must be
further clarified under a global regulatory framework. The regulators need to determine what
type of liquid liabilities should be considered stable in order to understand the regulatory
definition of stable funding. A key message of the study is that one needs to consider the
characteristics and behaviors of heterogeneous banks to determine what regulations should
be implemented and enhanced in order to achieve stronger financial stability and strengthen
banks core functions (IMF, 2017, 27)

According to Ma (2016) project finance is a non-recourse financing technique that funds
investment projects based on the projected cash flows of a project, rather than the general
assets or creditworthiness of project sponsors. A project financing structure involves one or
more sponsors who act as investors and a syndicate of banks that in the end fund 70-80% of
the project. Due to the regulations of banks, such as the capital requirements or liquidity
coverage ratios, the consequences affect banking industry´s capability on project financing. In
other words, it is not as easy for bank to participate in project financing and it may lead to an
increase in the demand of alternative financing options.
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3.9 The Regulation of Mutual Fund Debt in the US
Morley (2013) discusses the current legislation surrounding mutual funds in the US and the
conflict that occurs. The author states that the mutual fund capital structure, which is regulated
under the Investment Company Act of 1940 (ICA), is incoherent and contradictory to the
purpose of the regulation. The purpose of the ICA is to create a more comprehensible
environment for investors, preserve the stability of the financial system and limit risk, however,
the law is not compatible with these goals. Furthermore, the regulation limits the fund to only
being able to issue common stock and not debt securities even though the fund is able to
borrow through senior securities to banks and through different derivative counterparties,
which they have shown able to handle without difficulties. Given the importance and size of
the mutual funds in the US, the author concludes that the regulation is too harsh and fail to
reach the target and that if the funds were given some additional elbow room with financing
their operation a better result could be reached for all parties.

3.10 Discussion on the implications of continued future EUregulation
In a report from the company Roland Berger (2017) the potential future regulations are
discussed. When looking at the banks’ role and contribution to the growth of corporations,
especially on the European market, statistics in Europe show that especially small and
medium-sized enterprises (SME) rely heavily on their bank for the financing needs with around
three-fourths of all funding coming through the banks. However, on the US market, companies
only use approximately a third of bank funding. As previously mentioned in section 3.4, this
may be due to the difference in banking systems.

The implementation of Basel III has led to significantly strengthened capital requirements and
put pressure on the banks to uphold more own funds to create resilience. For instance, the
average CET1 capital ratio has increased by 7% per year 2009-2015, which is illustrated in
Figure 6. Furthermore, all banks have looked over their balance sheet and improved on their
overall liquidity to meet the minimum requirements posed by Basel III. However, the industry
has observed a negative effect on global competition, with US banks growing stronger than
their European equivalents and not experiencing the same difficulties when looking at overall
profitability. This may lead to a shortcoming on the European banks ability to fuel the European
economy. (Roland Berger, 2017)
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Figure 6: Evolution of total CET1 capital and total Risk-Weighted Assets for European and US G-SIBs (Roland
Berger, 2017, 7)

As Basel III is finishing its implementation, a new wave of regulations is being discussed on
how to further strengthen the resilience of the banking sector. “Basel IV” aims to further
enhance the risk management and evaluation of credit, market and operational risks, as well
as interest rate risk. With the Basel Committee continuing to further push for significantly
increased measures on the overall capital requirements in the banking sector. On the other
hand, a worried voice of concern has been risen by the industry on what impact these
measures might inflict. This view has also been partly reiterated at the G20 summit in China,
2016, although still supporting Basel Committee's work, i.e. to not further tamper significantly
with the overall capital requirement. (Roland Berger, 2017)
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4.0 Market overview
Prior to the crisis of 2008, the commercial real estate (CRE) market globally was heavily
dependent on bank financing with almost all financing coming through this channel in the UK
and Sweden. However, with an increased focus on stricter regulation to prevent future
stressful situations, banks have seen their dominance starting to be diminished by non-bank
lenders. For example, in the UK, debt funds have gone from being virtually non-existent to
rapidly increasing. In Sweden - which according to Teuben & Bothra (2018, 8) have the largest
relative real estate investment market size in Europe as measured by the ratio of market size
to GDP - the same events have not yet taken place and the market conditions from pre-crisis
remains, in the matter of bank
dominancy. Looking back, the US
market has been more diversified
than the European market and the
market share is more evenly
divided

between

the

different

financing options. (Scope ratings;
Deloitte, 2015; 2019)

Figure 7: Estimated total market size 2017 (Teuben & Bothra 2018).

Figure 8: REPARTITION OF COMPANIES FUNDING OVER THE PAST DECADE IN EUROPE AND US (Roland
Berger, 2017, 4).

A report from Wass (2018) shows that the real estate super cycle that has been present postcrisis is still intact. Since 2007, the European CRE stock - measured by the top 50 companies
based on market capitalization in Europe - have seen an annual increase of roughly 10% with
a positive rental growth exceeding the average of past 5 years. With interest rates increasing
on government bonds the activity in development has risen and is expected to keep growing
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at annual pace of 10% until 2020. The report further states reduced financing cost from 4,8%
to 2,1% and the share of bank debt has significantly dropped meaning that the companies are
no longer as heavily dependent on banks. Due to this transformation, the debt funding has
expanded to a broader mix of available financing options. As illustrated by Figure 9 below,
debt issuance has experienced an exponential growth following the optimistic sentiment after
the crisis settled down which in large can be contributed to more favorable terms and a higher
demand on capital. However, the fact that issuance of debt has decreased during the last
measured year should not belittle the strong growth from 2009-2018.

Figure 9: Issuance volume in EU up to October 2018 (Wass, 2018, 3).

With the increased overall demand on capital, institutional investors have had to look for
alternative ways of allocating their funds leading to a more diverse debt market. This in turn
have enabled them to have more leverage in negotiations regarding costs and terms,
according to (WEF 2015, 24) this trend is likely to continue going forward. To a larger extent
more funds are offering investors the ability to invest with a longer commitment compared to
the traditional timespan of 10 years which could be a factor of longer maturities on loans, a
fact which is further confirmed by the report provided by Philipp Wass (2018, 11).

The investors strengthened negotiation position has created a situation where non-bank
alternatives are growing at a rapid pace due to their ability to offer a similar service to often
reduced prices. With more financial intermediates entering the market space the firms will
have to justify their price to a higher degree in order to maintain their advantageous position
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and a continuously positive trend. Historically, the industry structure has been slow to adopt,
and it is therefore likely that even with more advantageous terms being presented to investors,
a swift change will not happen overnight. (WEF 2015, 24)

When taking into consideration the risks associated with market volatility and changes due to
market specific risk there are a few key risks that are worth taking notice of:

Political risk: is the risk that an investment will be affected and suffer due to political factors in
a country. This could be broken down into both general instability as well as changes to
government, legislation or other policies that could have a direct impact on the investment in
hand. Brexit negotiations are still moving forward and have, at the time of this report, not yet
been finalized (BBC 1, 2019). The global tensions between big economies such as the trade
war between the US and China (BBC 2, 2019) as well as the political turmoil revolving around
Russia (BBC, 2018) could also be considered serious political risks that could impact any
investment depending on their eventual development (The Economist, 2017).
Market risk: is the risk associated with the investor’s beliefs not meeting reality. The key
question regarding the real estate market would be whether or not the market is or is not in a
super cycle. Factors that investors can look at to try and minimize this risk is how volatile
corporations credit profile are, how the overall construction activity in the country is proceeding
and how easily financing without securitization is readily available. If the super cycle is over,
refinancing of debt upcoming years may affect the approval rate and extension during
refinancing. Furthermore, there is always the opportunity for a black swan, i.e. an event that
is highly unpredictable but could end up leading to immense consequences. (Wass, 2018)

Liquidity risk: could be considered the risk that real estate as an asset is not highly liquid and
a change in an investor’s or bank’s risk perception may cause the available liquidity to
disappear. This could lead to real estate being offered at a fire sale and investments within
the sector to be limited as there is market fear tied to the asset. (Mishkin 2016, 72)

Further, the interest rates and prime rates affect all the above-mentioned risks. When
considering liquidity risk, a hike on the interest rate results in increased costs and a negative
impact on the cash flow (Wass, 2018). A report by Preqin (2019) also states that the main key
concern for investors during the year 2019 was the rising interest rates, while for fund
managers the same concern is not as prominent. On the other hand, fund managers ranked
rising competition as the main challenge in the upcoming year.
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Currently, investors targeting private debt funds are mainly comprised of public and private
pension funds, foundations, insurance companies and investment banks. During the year
2018 investors preferred direct lending, distressed debt and special situation debt (see section
3.1.3), where special situation debt increased in interest and overtook the popular mezzanine
debt in ranking compared to the previous year. Looking forward and addressing the
expectations from the industry investors and fund managers; Preqin (2019) shows in a report
that 80% of fund managers expect to deploy more capital in the coming year, starting
November 2018, than in the previous year.
Furthermore, this fact is confirmed by the
investors as they have incited an interest to
either keep increasing or maintaining their
current capital allocation. However, most of
this capital should be expected to be allocated
towards funds with a proven track record
meaning that there are entry barriers present
suggesting that new funds might struggle with
raising capital.
Figure 10: Amount of capital Fund Managers expect to
deploy in the next 12 months compared to the previous 12
months. (Preqin, 2019, 29)

What can be observed in the Swedish National Supervisory Authorities, Finansinspektionen,
stability report released November 2018 is that the general lending through banks have
increased since 2010. What can also be observed is that the banks are highly exposed to the
real estate market, see Figure 11, and the corporate credit exposure towards real estate have
increased as a share of the total corporate loans since 2014. Further, the lending towards
corporates and capital markets financing increases rapidly. (Finansinspektionen, 2018)
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Figure 11: Lending distribution of the 4 large Swedish banks (SEB, Nordea, Handelsbanken, Swedbank)
(Finansinspektionen, 2018).

In addition to the banks' direct lending to commercial real estate companies, they are also
indirectly exposed through the companies' market funding. This is because the banks provide
the companies with liquidity facilities to cover the companies' shorter funding, which is done
through certificates. If the companies cannot repay overdue certificates, they can use these
facilities. In addition, the banks' exposure can increase if they choose to provide the
companies with additional credits if the companies have problems refinancing at the maturity
of bonds. All in all, this means that increased market funding also indirectly entails risks for
the banking system. Given that the banking system already has a large exposure to the sector,
it is important to follow the development also in the future. (Riksbanken, 2018)

The large Swedish banks furthermore are entwined in ways that can be considered dangerous
from a systematic risk perspective. SEB, Handelsbanken, Nordea and Swedbank all have
significant exposure towards each other as they for instance are among the biggest owners of
their own covered bonds. This could mean that a potential problem for any individual bank
could create a domino effect within the banking industry. (Riksbanken, 2018)
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The large banks capital in relation to risk-weighted assets (Core Tier 1 capital ratios, CET 1)
have been relatively unchanged during the year and amounted to an average of 20.9% in
September 2018. This is higher than FI's
requirements. One contributing factor,
according to FI, may be that the banks
take into account that future regulations
may affect their capital requirements (see
Figure 12). For further details on Basel
and the requirements see theory section
3.6 Basel III. (Finansinspektionen, 2018)
Figure 12: The four Basel measurements in
percent 2018 (Riksbanken, 2018, 14).
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5.0 Empirical study
5.1 Development on the Swedish market
Since the financial crisis of 2008 a shift in the capital structure of real estate companies can
be observed. Looking back 10-15 years, their capital structure heavily consisted of traditional
bank loans, which a majority of the respondents agreed on. Generally, medium to large
companies have been able to rely on bank financing, due to the relationship and to the lower
credit risk. Furthermore, capital markets have been an alternative only available to large cap
companies, however, the current trend have opened up the market for more SMEs; issuing
what is more commonly referred to as High Yield (HY) bonds. This has turned out to be
effective and beneficial during strong markets - in the short-term perspective the pricing has
shown to be favorable - but could become problematic when it is time to refinance. Borrowers
have had difficulty securing loans with longer maturity and avoiding high rates or financing
costs. With the Basel III regulations, opportunity may have presented itself with an increased
demand for alternative financing options, e.g. debt funds. Traditionally, corporate loans have
shorter duration, which increases the refinancing risk for the borrower. Therefore, one fund
respondent mentioned that offering loans with longer maturity may be the best opportunity for
debt funds, or other alternatives, to secure a place on the market. If this obstacle can be
resolved the banks may experience more competition as alternative investments continues to
grow.

One industry respondent further confirms that the financial crisis of 2008 most likely was the
take-off for alternative financing options in Sweden. The respondent stated that direct
financing on the Swedish market has heavily increased the past couple of years. Due to the
shift in risk profile and lending appetite of banks - as a result of the Basel regulations - a need
for funding through alternative sources have increased as there is still a high demand on
capital. The introduction of Basel II was in one bank respondents view the ultimate game
changer for the financial markets. The costs for bank financing towards corporates became
lower, but differed throughout the years post-crisis, especially considering lending for real
estate purposes. This opened up the market for alternative financing options targeting the
projects that may no longer be of the same interest from the banks’ point-of-view. In one bank
respondents view, this is due to the effects of capital and liquidity requirements which may
impact less risky assets. It may have resulted in, ceteris paribus, banks, to some extent,
seeking a larger exposure towards riskier assets as they require less capital. Furthermore, the
banks’ credit risk models - taking in consideration the probability of default and loss given
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default of the credit portfolio - have also gained increasing interest in the view of FI. This is
also a greater focus in the upcoming ”Basel IV” together with further increased capital
requirements.

On the other hand, the concerns regarding banks after the financial crisis did not affect their
lending capability to the same extent as multiple respondents could imagine as the banks have
shown resilience the last couple of years after being somewhat restrictive under the decade
following the crisis. What has been shown is that banks have become more solvent and
regained its trust leading to a larger interest for bank loans. As previously mentioned, and
further observed by multiple respondents, in a broader sense, companies have started aiming
for a more mixed capital structure the last few years; including, traditional bank loans, bonds
and in some cases also an exposure to direct financing e.g. debt funds. This may depend on
a company’s aim for comfort and stability when determining the capital structure, having the
opportunity to rely on different capital sources, especially during times with unstable market
conditions.

Furthermore, it may depend on the general perception of the company and most importantly,
its credit rating. With this becoming increasingly more important to the capital structure of
companies, achieving and maintaining a high credit rating have become paramount as they
are highly correlated with being able to issue bonds with tighter spreads and more favorable
terms. Most of the bigger investors on the Swedish bond market, e.g. pensions funds &
insurance companies, are also mainly looking for Investment Grade (IG) bonds and the
companies have therefore placed a lot of focus in being considered as IG. This will further be
discussed in section 5.3 The importance of a good credit rating.

The investor sentiment goes in cycles and have shown to be highly affected by how the stock
market develops. The demand for real estate bonds among investors have historically gone
down during a bearish stock market and buyers tend to disappear. This leads to difficulties for
companies wanting to issue bonds as when a market consists of few buyers the prices tend
to increase in line with general supply and demand theory. As the majority of bond buyers are
constituted of institutional investors, the capital flows from mutual funds highly impact the
market. Generally, large companies with some form of governmental affiliation may be seen
as lower risk from banks and investors. This has led to flexibility considering the capital
structure regarding both the capital markets and the bank loan financing as well as being able
to receive longer maturities and more favorable pricing. The past few years, limitations on the
bank liquidity have been observed and companies have had to look elsewhere in order to
secure the capital needed.
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As debt funds and AIF are still a relatively new reality on the Swedish market, it can be difficult
to arrive at any definite conclusions on when the investors have the most interest in this
segment. However, as one fund respondent identified, when the stock market experienced a
more negative sentiment during 2018, they could see an increased interest in debt funds. This
might be because investors view this type of investment as more defensive. But the
respondent further believed that it is still too early to identify any clear trends that would
indicate what the future might hold, and stated that “the debt fund market in Sweden is still in
an early stage making it difficult to draw any conclusions” when considering the general
interest in the investment type.

5.2 The competitive perspective
As previously mentioned, the Swedish real estate companies have been heavily dependent
on the banking industry. One bank respondent highlighted the benefits of creating strong and
lasting relationships with borrowers. This is a well-established practice in the banking
community, giving them a strong competitive advantage compared to more anonymous
alternatives, especially the capital markets. This is an important factor that should not be
neglected in the long term as it gives the borrower more stability and security when in the
stage of refinancing after maturity. This is due to larger banks being associated with higher
level of financial stability and capability of risk management compared to the smaller
institutions offering alternative financing options. Even though banks face more extensive
regulations, one can expect regulatory alterations to not happen overnight but instead be
gradually increased over several years to avoid a potential credit crunch which further
suggests that traditional banking will still be a strong competitive distinction.

This was further corroborated by one of the industry respondents who also highlighted the
importance of establishing a good relationship with the borrower. Having a solid personal
relationship with the lender the industry respondent believe that borrowers will be more
inclined to consider debt financing from market participants that they feel that they can rely on
in all market conditions. On the other hand, more anonymized alternatives may offer more
favorable term agreements, which could be one of the incentives for these alternatives. Large
Swedish companies usually have established relationships with a handful of banks combined
with financing from both alternative options and the capital markets. Despite having funding
from different options, one bank respondent believes these companies still value the
importance of relationship banking. However, the respondent imagines that these companies
most likely are more suited for alternative financing options in their aim for diversification.
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Additionally, one bank respondent mentioned that a main competitive advantage for banks
have to be the simplicity and diversity of their business model, being able to offer a wholepackage solution. Consequently, for the bank it comes down to the question of being
competitive on the market, where factors such as price are crucial, but it is clear that every
company needs a bank relation to manage their short-term liquidity needs.

Furthermore, an industry respondent mentioned that bonds in general are less demanding
regarding term agreements and obligations compared to bank loans. However, the respondent
emphasized that, in their experience, corporations - previously not well-versed with the bond
market - have started to rethink their approach to bonds due to the amount of administrative
obligations and reports that needs to be provided post-issuance to comply with exchange rules
and EU-directives, which have caught some issuers flat-footed. It is not impossible to imagine
that corporations with this experience will start to place more focus on securing capital in a
different matter to remove the unplanned cost and resources needed or alternatively outsource
these obligations to another market participant.

An industry respondent mentioned that having a trustee is becoming more of a common
practice when issuing bonds. Historically, Swedish IG cases have not had a trustee but the
Swedish banks have been handling the administrative processes. This could pose a potential
conflict of interest as the bank involved most likely have some sort of affiliation with the
corporation in the form of previously having issued a bank loan or investing in the underlying
bond. This is not the case with HY bonds, where there is a third-party trustee. However, one
industry respondent has started seeing a transition towards the Norwegian model with having
a trustee in both HY and IG bonds. The HY bond cases have therefore, to an extent, been the
only available market for third-party trustees. Which should resolve the potential conflict of
interest with the bank administrating the bonds.

The banks also utilize the bond market themselves for funding purposes, and most commonly
issue covered bonds which can be pivotal to the banking infrastructure. The bonds offer the
bank a relatively cheap way of funding their operation as the bonds generally are associated
with low risk. However, the bonds are most commonly used to fund lending to the residential
sector and plays a major part on how the banks are able to price their loans in a competitive
way on the residential market. A bank respondent emphasized that when covered bonds are
utilized in a similar fashion in the commercial sector, banks’ pricing of loans is significantly
different.
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With the increased regulatory challenges that banks are facing, one fund respondent believe
banks may have difficulties increasing and maintaining their current credit portfolio. However,
as confirmed by one fund respondent, the banks have continued to increase their exposure to
the sector, but perhaps not to the same extent as they would have otherwise. The respondent
further believed that the banks will have no problem continuing to support their core customers
and maintaining the relationships they have established.

When considering debt funds, one fund respondent expressed that due to the focused strategy
and financing niche the future expandability to larger typical bank projects may be limited. On
the other hand, the smaller and more specific projects that a bank may be less inclined to
pursue - due to risk profile and regulations - is the type of projects that a Swedish debt fund
most typically targets. This type of project is naturally associated with a higher counterparty
risk, but this is mitigated through the nature of debt funds as they rely more on expert
competence and less on the models used by banks. In case of a negative outcome for a
funded project, one fund respondent believe that banks will not have a considerable interest
to rescue the project which would most likely lead to the project failing completely or the bank
having to sell the asset at a fire sale. If the same situation would occur with fund-backing, the
respondent instead believes that there will be more incentive to salvage the situation and try
to capitalize on the remaining potential.

A fund respondent expressed that an increased regulation on the AIF-market is still an unlikely
scenario. It would be required for the AIF-market to take a substantial market share of the real
estate financing on the Swedish market before this may become a reality. The respondent
further believes that FI do not place a great deal of effort into regulating competitors to the
banks within the commercial real estate sector as this is a market that do not affect consumers
and there is no leverage in most funds. From their perspective, it should be more important to
regulate the new options available within the residential sector, such as Stabelo, Enkla &
Hypoteket.

If AIF and other investment vehicles offering debt financing grow and start playing a significant
role in real estate financing, the problems that arise with being a large institution could be
discussed. As more capital would be allocated from this capital source, a larger number of
projects would have to be funded if all capital is going to be deployed. The lender therefore
run an increased risk of being exposed to poor projects as there is not the same possibility of
niche-investing. Historically, this has mostly been a concern for Swedish banks as they
generally have a larger exposure to the real estate sector and investors usually have had a
much more limited exposure in their portfolios. One fund respondent did not see this as a
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serious risk as the investment vehicles most likely will not gain that significant of a market
share quickly and if they were to grow, it is more likely that the market will be split into smaller
pieces with more funds specializing in a specific part of the market instead of a few large funds
that act more like the banking institutions.

When discussing whether or not the professional investors, in the form of institutional
investors, would have the ability to invest directly by themselves instead of using an outside
fund or other investment vehicles; one fund respondent viewed this as a potential risk but
doubted that it would happen to any greater extent mainly due to the time and resources that
would be associated with starting and maintaining a high-quality investment vehicle. It
therefore becomes a strategic choice for the institutions to decide whether or not they have
the resources and energy necessary and if the effort of starting their own vehicle would
interfere too much on the value gained from doing so.
Lastly, from an international debt fund’s perspective, the Swedish market can also be
considered too small to invest in, depending on the fund’s structure. One industry respondent
mentioned that larger international funds usually have a minimum investment size upward of
1 billion SEK. The amount of loans that exceed that limit on the Swedish market are greatly in
the minority - and the ones that do, are most likely used for acquisition purposes. Furthermore,
an observation from the respondent was that these funds rarely want to be the only lender in
a loan contract, meaning that the size of the contract not only have to cover the minimum
amount for the fund, but be of additional size to attract interest from another lender. In short,
Swedish real estate prospects that require the minimum amount of capital that the funds want
to deploy are of a rare breed and it is therefore unlikely that international investors will
contribute to any significant growth for debt funds targeting real estate debt.

5.3 The importance of a good credit rating
In the beginning of this phenomenon of companies aiming to transform their capital structure
to increase credit rating, so called crossover funding alternatives was presented. This is when
a company’s rating could be considered between IG and HY. Further, discussions with the
rating institutes, such as Moody's and S&P, began to develop in order to identify what type of
actions that needed to be executed in order to achieve an IG rating. The credit rating issued
on a financial institution or corporation is also used as a sort of image of the company’s status
and trustworthiness which can be used towards suppliers and others.
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For the Swedish real estate companies, funding through the bond market have historically
been, what could best be described as, the capital market version of the classical ‘mortgage
top loan’. Bank financing have been the foundation on which most real estate companies rest,
and the bond market have been used as a filler. As previously stated, in recent years this view
of the bond market have become more and more challenged. With the increased number of
bonds being issued by not only the bigger corporations, but also SMEs, one bank respondent
stated that banks started offering investors help in the form of investment recommendations
tied to the bonds. The recommendations would contain basic information about the bond
regarding its risk and return, as well as a synthetic credit rating set by the bank. The
respondent stated that the synthetic ratings inside these recommendations were mostly
trusted and accepted by the investment community. However, they have been under heavy
scrutiny from the regulatory institution, ESMA, exclaiming that the ratings should be viewed
as ‘shadow ratings’ - i.e. credit ratings performed by non-ESMA-approved rating agencies and banks have been prohibited from posting them.

This has created a problem for bond issuers as the credit ratings, synthetic or not, have been
a way for them to show investors that the bond would be stable and not default. With the
‘shadow ratings’ now disappearing, this would be lost. It therefore became paramount for the
issuing entities to receive a credit rating in a different manner i.e. through the ESMA-approved
credit rating agencies e.g. S&P and Moody’s. The rating agencies provide the companies with
a credit rating based on a number of different factors, but as multiple respondents concluded;
loans with long maturity and non-collateralized loans ends up providing a higher rating
meaning less risk and a lower interest. One of the fund respondents further emphasized that
Moody’s have been clear in their rating comments that the Swedish real estate sector is too
dependent on bank financing, the duration on the loans are too short and that there is a lack
of multiple capital sources. It is therefore in a company’s best interest to prefer the bond market
over the bank when considering debt if they want to achieve a better credit rating. This may
have played a serious role in why the bond market have grown a lot in recent years as these
companies are trying to up their credit rating to have the ability to fund themselves cheaper
going forward. Due to the importance of credit ratings and the increase in demand on bond
markets, one bank respondent has observed that some companies solely issued bonds in the
past to release mortgage deeds in order to increase their credit rating. As more and more
focus has started shifting away from banks, the importance of a good credit rating has become
a most vital part when looking at the Swedish real estate companies’ capital structure.
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5.4 The investment perspective
From the investors’ point of view, debt as an investment have started to attract more interest
than previously and started to hit its stride. As one bank respondent concluded, this is most
likely connected to the current low interest rate environment on the Swedish market; effectively
making sovereign bonds yieldless.
Generally, the maturities of bonds have not changed, in a historical perspective, despite the
shift in capital structure for companies and have continued to average around 3-5 years on
time to maturity. One industry respondent believed that one reason for this may be due to
investor strategy and that it is hard to find investors that are willing to consider bonds with
longer maturity. On the other hand, when considering debt funds, there seems to be a different
approach amongst investors, striving for longer maturities. This have been a cornerstone of
debt funds as they most commonly use long maturity as their main competitive selling point.
Furthermore, it has been observed by one industry respondent that since the introduction of
the Swedish AIF regulation - Lag (2013:561) om förvaltare av alternativa investeringsfonder in 2013, there have been an increased interest in considering the investment vehicle and
packaging investments into an AIF offering.

The target investors of alternative financing options such as debt funds are mostly dominated
by institutional investors i.e. insurance companies and pension funds. This type of investor is
usually acting under strict stipulations on how they are allowed to allocate their capital. In order
for debt funds to be able to grow and prosper, one respondent find that the politics tied to fund
allocation will be of the utmost importance. If this type of investment would be considered
better from a portfolio perspective and therefore more capital would be allowed to be allocated
to this type of fund, there is a better chance for debt funds to grow on the Swedish market.

If an institutional investor aims to diversify its portfolio and increase its exposure towards the
real estate market; one fund respondent believes that debt funds ought to be an attractive
option. They further state - if investing in a debt fund - the investors requests that the fund is
to be listed on a public securities exchange within a reasonable timeframe. This not only
enable the investors to sell their shares on a public forum, but also open up the fund for nonprofessional investors i.e. family offices or other smaller enterprises. Furthermore, listing a
fund could come with some administrational benefits. However, this view is not shared along
all the respondents. For instance, both fund and industry respondents stated that in their
experience, institutional investors have not made any specific demands when investing in a
debt fund besides contractual. These demands and wishes rather consist of investment
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strategy type questions, such as sustainability and environmental preferences. Evidently, the
results show a split opinion regarding whether one should list or not, but multiple respondent
agree on that listing brings its advantages.

However, as the respondents state that the institutional investors still have some demands,
small or not, it should be in their interest to invest directly by themselves instead of using an
external investment vehicle as this would give them full autonomy over the deals. One industry
respondent stated that this have in fact happened previously, however, most institutions may
lack the in-house competence to perform this to any significant extent. On the other hand, one
bank respondent expressed the opposite view. Based on their risk profile, there is also a wish
of conducting these loans alongside other investors - much like the banks and their use of
bank syndicates -; which debt funds provides. Outsourcing to a fund further reduces the
operational risk and the administrative burden that the institutions undertake through their
ventures.

In the event of an increase of new alternative financing options there may be limited capital
available depending on the current allocation policies of institutional investors when
considering the domestic situation. Further, a fund respondent did not see that securitization
of the loans provided through debt funds would be an alternative or bring value to the business
strategy; except for certain specific situations e.g. increase the liquidity of the fund.

When considering bonds and debt funds, one industry respondent highlights that the time to
maturity is often longer in comparison to e.g. a listed fund, where an investor can exit whenever
needed. If the same situation concurs regarding bonds and debt funds, an early exit is often
associated with penalty fees. If a company decides to list e.g. the debt fund, investors will be
able to exit and enter in a more flexible way. Further, the industry respondent has observed
that the turnover in the lone AIF listed on the largest stock exchange in Sweden have been
beyond expectations, with trades on a daily basis. However, there is still a market maker
present in the order book which is usually a demand placed on instruments with low turnover.

However, if a company intends to list a debt fund, the listing process is associated with
regulatory and standardized processes. Often companies will need to bring in consultancy
from both business advisors and attorneys in order to comply with all the requirements. There
is a defined standard backed by EU regulations on what the listing prospect should include.
This means that the company needs to decide whether it is worth undertaking the extra costs
associated with this process or not. Once the fund is listed, marketing towards nonprofessional investors is allowed. This is a group of investors that national authorities, such as
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FI, usually have a higher priority protecting. Transparency in the investment opportunity is
therefore considered of the utmost importance and this is mostly achieved through the
extensive regulations associated with listing. This could be considered as another benefit of
listing an AIF according to one industry respondent.

If debt investment through investment vehicles on the Swedish market would gain international
notoriety; the most prominent problem from the international investors’ perspective would not
necessarily be the investment itself, but rather the currency of Swedish Krona, SEK. As one
fund respondent stated, an international investor would most likely not want any exposure to
the currency and would therefore have to hedge against this using swaps or other instruments,
which could become a costly affair. A fund respondent further stated that niche financing as
an alternative financing option could also lead to an increase in demand from international
investors, when they aim to globally diversify their portfolios and their exposure towards a
more specific market segment that i.e. bank bonds do not offer in the same extent. As
previously discussed, this is not a shared view in the industry and it is unlikely that international
investors will play a larger role.

5.5 The financial stability and impact of debt funds
One bank respondent mentioned, as debt funds conduct a similar business to that of the bank,
it could be considered somewhat strange that they do not act under the same regulatory
constrictions. Just like the banks, they are connected to the financial system on a national
level and could in a similar fashion impair the stability of said system in case of a sector
collapse. This is not the first, or the last, time this sort of situation have been present. Looking
back at the financial crisis of 2008, Lehman Brothers did not have to act under the same
legislation as other investment banks as they were regarded as a ‘broker dealer’. However, FI
have shown a distrust in the banks as well as a worry of the system risk that is present with a
bank-dominated market and it is therefore probable that they are giving alternative financing
options with less market share leeway in order to create a more equally shared market until
they get regulated. This is done to ease the problem of high system risk and contribute to a
better credit mix on the market but is of course a problematic balance.

When examining the bank’s capital structure, covered bonds can also be considered to pose
a serious systematic risk. This is mainly due to the fact that the investors in covered bonds issued by large Swedish banks - are dominated by the other Swedish banks. This means that
they all have significant exposure towards each other and hereby a potential problem for any
individual bank could create a domino effect within the industry. According to one bank
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respondent, authorities have shared this perception of covered bonds for an extended period
of time yet historically the bonds have been associated with low risk. During the week of the
Lehman Brothers failure, in Sweden, banks were able to issue covered bonds proving the
strength of this type of bond. For the banks, it is furthermore a question of receiving returns
on their excess liquidity. This liquidity needs to be allocated somewhere and covered bonds
issued by other banks have, to an extent, been the only available investment option with
adequate risk and return as sovereign bonds have not offered any returns.

From FI’s point-of-view, the addition of funding through AIF and other alternative financing
options is moreover most likely regarded as positive. In case of financial crisis, the diversity of
funding may lead to a more stable financial system. Therefore, most respondent believes it is
not illogical to imagine that FI will be more lenient and open to new ways of funding, meaning
that there should be less resistance in the form of regulation unless the AIF-market crash or
experience severe credit losses. Furthermore, while agreeing that debt funds or other nonbank lenders do not have to operate under the same regulations as banks, one fund
respondent said that they are still affected by the regulations that the investors act under - be
that Solvency or other frameworks - which partly controls their ability to invest.

5.6 Debt funds on the Swedish market
All respondents agree on that their take on debt funds and the possibilities to grow on the
Swedish market are positive. One bank respondent highlighted that the more extensive capital
requirements for banks should be the single most important factor to consider as these affect
how banks are able to price their loan offerings. However, it is crucial to not solely focus on
the investor, bank or alternative funder’s perspective, but to also consider the perspective of
the borrower. According to one bank respondent, larger corporations, in general, are not as
dependent on long-term bank funding as they historically have been. Instead the bank is
mostly used for short-term liquidity management. In order to cover their long-term capital
needs, the capital markets have started playing a more significant role in their capital structure
enabling them to spread their credit risk and thereby limit the overall risk the company is
exposed to. This may be an effect of increased digitalization and the decreasing transaction
costs observed on the market.

When it comes to a company considering alternative financing options, one bank respondent
mentioned that in their experience although this belief has been present for many years, the
transition has been slower than expected and have never really hit its stride. However, there
are still several factors present that potentially could speed up the process. Today, companies
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are aiming for a better diversity in their mix of capital sources as this is a pivotal part of the
credit rating assessed to the company. The respondent further believes that the general
digitalization and, in this case, especially tied to credit ratings could reduce costs for
companies to attain a rating and hereby may affect the future development of the alternative
financing market. This may indicate that SMEs can benefit and will be more incentivized to
choose alternatives to the banking sector. To conclude, it is not only important to look at
regulatory factors when considering the future, but also to consider the technical side of the
market. However, the result of the regulatory development may indicate, to some extent, that
the capital requirements tied to assets with lower risk may bring a relative increase in costs
for banks’ lending towards low risk customers, which may result in companies considering
other funding alternatives.

Smaller real estate companies with less extensive internal funds may value and favor the
stability and relationship towards its bank compared to larger and more established players
on the market. However, when considering SMEs and the recent developments, one should
be able to observe a general trend on the market to obtain a greater diversification in their
capital structure. This could potentially mean that the banks will have to reconsider their role
of sole lender to companies of this nature. One bank respondent mentioned that if companies
are looking at alternative financing options and the capital markets, the banks could act as an
advisor to the companies and hereby solidify their place on the market. This is already a role
that banks play for companies especially SMEs. On the other hand, larger companies in
general have a greater diversity in their capital structure and are less dependent on a bank. In
the end, it boils down to a simple choice of strategy for each individual bank.

When evaluating the current conditions for debt funds on the Swedish market, one industry
respondent pointed out the consequences that could follow if the cycle turns and market
conditions become more unstable. Since alternative investment funds are a relatively new
phenomenon on the Swedish market, it has not yet experienced such turns on the market.
Further, the respondent believed, as debt funds have become established on the market and
the reputation of debt funds continue to spread within the industry, the phenomenon most
likely will be here to stay. In addition, when companies look for capital through Swedish
investment banks, direct financing is already seen as an alternative. However, this alternative
is rarely selected in the end which may be due to a lack of track record and the alternative still
not being considered as trustworthy. Furthermore, one industry respondent believed that the
search for yield has driven investors out on the risk spectrum and could be considered one of
the key factors to why alternative financing options have increased, which may be due to that
these investments in general are being associated with a higher risk.
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Furthermore, one industry respondent highlighted that using debt may be perceived as easier
than equity from companies’ perspective. This may lead to more companies choosing to issue
debt instruments over issuing new stock. However, as the Swedish bond market is, and have
historically been, relatively small, most investors are not as comfortable investing on this
market. This is a mentality that might be connected to the higher transaction costs associated
with the bond market. It has therefore become more of a common practice in Sweden to issue
new stock and could be regarded as a general characteristic trait of the Swedish market. One
bank respondent mentioned that digitalization and new technical developments may reduce
the transaction costs associated with the bond market henceforth, which may lead to a more
competitive environment. The respondent has further observed a transition in the equity
culture and that more entities have started considering debt issuance as a viable option.
However, it is deemed unlikely that the dominance that equity uphold will disappear and it is
rather that the culture is being expanded to include more options.
Due to the market development during the past few decades and the current market situation,
one bank respondent stated that it may be a natural step for other financing options to grow
with the extended bank regulations, the liquidity limitations and high demand of capital on the
market. There has also been a larger interest from companies to increase the maturity of their
credit - in order to increase their credit rating - which has been an opening for non-bank
lenders. However, unless the non-bank lender can offer substantially longer maturity to a
reasonable price, the bank should be able to provide a loan with similar terms if necessary.
Furthermore, the respondent found it unlikely that this situation would present itself in the near
future.

Further, one bank respondent believe that the companies still value the long-term relationship
that the capital markets and AIFs miss, but their personal bank can deliver. As most non-bank
options are more anonymized, less familiar and less personal, the companies should have a
harder time getting funded in the case of distress as there is no connection between the lender
and the borrower. Instead, they are forced to appeal to the appetite of the lenders, which will
be influenced by not only the company’s position, but also in a large way how other markets such as the stock market - is trending. It is therefore deemed unlikely by the respondent that
banks will not play a role in a company's capital structure as they will be a more secure way
for the company to guarantee capital and the company can know their lender on a much more
personal level, a factor that should not be forgotten. This view of AIF was not shared by one
of the fund respondents, who believed that i.e. a debt fund can indeed deliver a personal and
relationship driven business. As aforementioned, the conditions appear to be prosperous,
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however, as highlighted by one bank respondent the driving factor have probably been the
increased debt volume rather than the pricing or the long maturity offering.

One fund respondent expressed that the most important factor when considering the growth
opportunity for alternative financing options is the investor sentiment. This is also one of the
most difficult factors to predict and is under the possibility of rapid change. It can therefore
instead be of interest to contemplate the advantages and disadvantages associated with
alternative investment funds. One reason to banks having difficulties offering longer maturities,
is due to being highly dependent on match funding as well as the borrowing costs and terms.
Further, the rating models used by banks and approved by FI highly impact the decisions and
appetite on the project that they might undertake. One fund respondent highlighted this as an
advantage for debt funds, i.e. to look beyond the models and identify the true potential in the
property. The bank models affect the capital requirements needed to comply with the Basel
regulations, one could further argue that this can be seen as a holdback. One disadvantage
regarding debt funds is the fact that there is always a struggle in raising capital and attracting
new investors when a fund is closed for liquidation. This is not the case with banks, as there
is another level of stability and funding backing new projects.

One industry respondent concludes that debating on the possible growth of debt funds and
AIF is still highly speculative due to the Swedish AIF-market still being in its early stages.
However, if the stable and prosperous market conditions remain for an extended period of
time, the respondent imagine that the possibilities to grow should be favorable; provided that
the funds are able to keep offering unique and highly competitive terms regarding maturity as
well as providing a rating booster for companies looking to diversify their capital structure mix.
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6.0 Analysis
6.1 Historic development and the essentials of debt financing
The findings of the empirical study further strengthen the evidence that IMF (2017) reported
stating that the more extensive bank regulations regarding capital requirements has created
a shift in focus from traditional bank lending and opened up the market for other alternatives.
A multitude of respondents agreed on that the capital markets and other investment vehicles
play a major role when companies search for alternative financing options. Where debt funds
are one of these options. The findings also show that fund respondents believe that project or
sector specific niche lending is one of the core benefits of debt funds.

Brown & Riddiough (2003) convey that REITs have previously used debt issuance to target
their leverage ratio in order to achieve or retain a high credit rating. The empirical study has
shown that this fact can also be observed within real estate companies. A majority of
respondents’ state that due to the way credit ratings affect the conditions and terms of loans
it has become increasingly important for the companies to maintain a high rating. As credit
ratings are partly based on the liability structure of the underlying company, certain loans such as non-collateralized loans - are viewed preferable from the rating agencies perspective.
Therefore, it should be in the best interest of the real estate companies to change their liability
structure to take this into account in order to achieve as favorable loan terms as possible. This
may be a contributing factor to the great increase of the capital market financing, where in
some cases, companies issue bonds, or other debt instruments, in order to amortize on assetbased loans to release mortgage deeds. Moody’s rating comments on Fastighets AB Balder during their rating upgrade on the 25th of August 2017 - perfectly exemplifies how the real
estate companies use the capital market to pay off secured debt in order to increase their
unencumbered asset ratio. It furthers emphasizes the importance for the companies to
lengthen the maturity of their debt.
"We have changed the outlook on Balder's long term issuer rating to positive from stable
because of the company's improved debt maturity profile and unencumbered asset ratio
following recent and planned senior unsecured bond issuances whose proceeds will refinance
outstanding short dated secured debt". Says Maria Gillholm, Moody's Vice President -- Senior
Credit Officer and lead analyst on Balder.

Another aspect to consider is the digitalization of the credit rating, with this development
companies may attain a rating to a reduced cost, hereby making rating-based loan alternatives
more interesting from a capital structure perspective.
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The empirical study showed that both bank and fund respondents have observed a shift in the
capital structure of SMEs. This results in that these companies tend to expose their financing
also towards the capital markets rather than exclusively the bank. As discussed in the
empirical study, banks may need to rethink their role as sole lender to companies of this
nature. Furthermore, the advisory part considering SMEs capital structure may be of greater
importance ahead. However, as stated in the report by Roland Berger (2017), European SMEs
are still heavily dependent on banks as a large majority of their funding comes through this
source. This can be compared to the US market, where only about a third of the funding comes
through the banks. As stated by Mishkin (2016), this might be an effect of the market structure
with small local banks that do not have the capital required to undertake large real estate
prospects. Mishkin (2016) believes that this structure is in a moment of change and the bank
market is consolidating meaning that the US is starting to become more like the EU banking
market, and this could mean that companies will start looking more towards the bank for
funding. In addition, alternative financing options on the EU market has clearly increased
based on the empirical study and there is a larger variety in the companies choosing to use
them.

6.2 Structural integrity and the psychological perspective
Jarašius & Galiniené (2014) discusses the potential negative impact that AIF have on the
financial stability. Some respondents from the interviews addressed the regulatory problem
that might occur if debt funds increase its market share. This is due to the similarity of debt
funds acting as banks within the sector but without the same extensive regulations. One might
refer to this as ‘shadow banking activity’ which has a substantial impact on the financial system
despite not being registered as a bank. It should therefore be in the supervisory authorities’
interest to regulate this sector as it further grows, however, a multitude of interview
respondents believe that FI are giving these alternative financing options a clear competitive
regulatory advantage compared to the banks. This could be an effect of the authorities’
perceived view of the market as bank-dominated and hereby under substantial systematic
risk.

If the AIF market would grow in other industry sectors, this might play out on a different
dimension, which could be related to how the development on the US market has evolved. As
debt funds have had a significant market share in the US for a longer period of time there have
been an increased focus on regulations. This has been done for the aforementioned reasons
i.e. preserve the stability of the system and limit risk. But as discussed by Morley (2013) the
legislation surrounding debt funds via the ICA have been considered by some to be too harsh
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and have limited the ability to reach an effective result for all parties involved. This is a potential
problem that could occur in the EU and Sweden if a similar distribution of the market would be
observed in the future.

As mentioned in Theory section 3.2 The psychological aspects of debt vs equity issuance, the
pecking-order may explain how companies choose to form their capital structure based on
psychological factors. As certain financial decisions might lead to different changes in investor
sentiment, the theory states that it is important for companies to have this in mind. However,
as shown in the empirical study, the theory may not be entirely applicable on the Swedish
market due to cultural aspects. The stock market has historically played an important role and
investors and companies alike have become accustomed to choosing equity issuance before
debt. However, the bond market has seen a significant growth in the last years and it is not
unlikely that the theory could have a larger impact on financial decisions made by companies
in the near future.

6.3 Future development & conditions on the Swedish market
One fund respondent also mentioned that debt funds might be of interest also to international
investors seeking diversity in their portfolios. Opening up the potential of an increase in market
share when the Swedish market might come to a limit, due to overexposure to the sector;
referring to the allocation policies tied to real estate exposure of institutional investors. This
might also be cyclical, due to one fund respondent’s opinion, comparing the interest from
investors on the capital markets to the stock market. Since institutional investors play a
substantial role on the alternative financing market, the allocation between assets might have
a great impact on the future growth of debt funds. When taking in consideration the
international perspective, one respondent mentioned that one must not forget the
consequences of currency risk, due to Swedish funds being denominated in SEK.
Furthermore, as one industry respondent concluded, international funds usually have a
minimum investment size that may be too inflated for the Swedish market and are incentivized
to invest alongside other investors potentially rendering investing in Swedish real estate
difficult.

One counterargument to favorable conditions for debt funds on the Swedish market that one
bank respondent mentioned was the idea that institutional investors ought to have the
competence and resources in-house to conduct their own direct investments within the real
estate sector rather than investing indirect through i.e. debt funds or other investment vehicles.
However, though seen as a potential risk this situation was deemed unlikely by one fund
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respondent as they believe the resources and energy required to start conducting this type of
investment in-house would be significant.

Fund respondents also find that they are able to act on more specific projects and situations
that the banks models do not account for. This concurs with the theories presented by Ma
(2017) who also mean that the requirements placed by Basel III may be another factor that
hinders the banks from taking part in these projects. Due to this phenomenon that has
presented itself on the global market, this might lead to an increase in new offerings of
alternative financing options. This has further presented itself on the Swedish market where
new alternative finance options target specific projects that banks might neglect.
Ma’s theories may be further extended and cover the fact that an increased banking regulation
should also lead to difficulties for the banks to not only uphold but increase their current credit
portfolio. Evidently, this has not proven to be a fact as Swedish banks have continued to
increase their exposure to the real estate sector but as one fund respondent stated, perhaps
not to the same extent as they would have pre-Basel III. According to one bank respondent
this may be due to the capital requirements incentivizing banks to seek a larger exposure to
more riskier assets. One fund respondent further addressed the importance to understand
that not only banks and fund institutions are regulated, but also the institutional investors. This
is a fact that the funds must take into account that might impair their possibility to conduct
business.

Multiple respondents press on the importance for companies to retain a good relationship with
their lender, due to the more stable funding in all market conditions. Further, the results show
that when considering alternative financing are considered more unstable and the risk of
refinancing can be considered higher. As shown in the empirical study, this might be a result
of the anonymity of the alternative financing options represented on the capital markets.
However, as Boot & Thakor (2000) found that an increased competitive environment has
developed for the banks and they therefore have had to re-evaluate their business strategy.
Boot & Thakor further mention that the increased competition should reduce the total bank
lending, but as previously discussed this has not been the case on the Swedish market.
However, the empirical study shows that if the competition against banks could offer
substantially longer maturity at a reasonable price - or loans that boost their credit rating - they
could potentially tap into the banks’ market share in the future. However, one bank respondent
found this to be an unlikely scenario within the near future and addressed that the implications
of further development of debt funds on the Swedish market rather could be explained by the
increase in volume.
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Furthermore, as shown in the empirical study, one of the most important factors to consider
regarding the future development on the Swedish market is the investor sentiment.
Historically, the sentiment is not a linear function but have been shown to be cyclical. As one
fund respondent observed, when the Swedish stock market experienced a negative sentiment
during 2018 they could see an increased interest from investors in debt via funds. This might
be because investors mostly view investment in real estate debt as defensive. However, the
market is still in its early phases and it can therefore be unwise to draw any definite conclusions
as they could be regarded as inconclusive due to limited observations.
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7.0 Discussion
The findings of this study show that debt funds are a competitive option on the Swedish
market. Many of the respondents addressed the importance of relationship banking when
arguing for the strength of traditional banks, together with the financial stability and long-term
relationship that is highly associated with traditional banks. On the other hand, the AIF
alternatives that have arisen on the market is an alternative which is not as anonymous as the
capital markets may appear. This is definitely something that could contribute to the growth of
alternatives on the market. When including regulatory and behavioral aspects, the arguments
once again indicate a continuous positive trend. Since debt funds are not as regulated as
banks, the type of project that funds finance may differ. Being able to look beyond the credit
models and identify the true potential of projects further argues in favor of AIF. On the other
hand, there is a purpose for regulating an industry, and if this phenomenon continues to grow
the authorities may be obligated to act in order to maintain financial stability. The current
regulatory system also anticipates an adequate level of self-regulation by the industry.
Furthermore, when considering the financial regulations, one must not forget that they do not
only apply to the companies providing the financial products, but also the companies investing
in these products.

One could argue that shadow banking may be associated with alternative financing options
since these alternatives provide debt solutions in exchange for interest. On the other hand,
the financial structure of these debt instruments differs from traditional banking, the incentives
also differ and the idea of offering niche sector funding is being received generally in a good
sense by the industry.

As one fund respondent stated, the investor sentiment is going to be one of the most essential
factors to consider if debt funds are going to have any relevant future on the Swedish market.
Without a genuine interest and belief from investors, debt financing through investment
vehicles will never have the opportunity to grow even if an underlying market would exist.
Furthermore, a bank respondent mentioned the importance that a multitude of buyers would
have on the ability to borrow to reasonable and competitive terms from an alternative market,
hereby, making it a more attractive place for borrowers to lend from. This could be further
manifested by Wellink's theories when looking at the effects caused by the stricter bank
regulations.
On the other hand, as reported by both Moody’s and shown in the empirical study, companies
have been using alternative markets as a capital source for other reasons than just for the
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sake of funding. Since the rating agencies clearly show a preference for unencumbered
assets, long maturities and unsecured debt it should be in corporates best interest to find and
secure loans with these terms as this should lead to a better rating and thereby cheaper and
better loans in the future - provided the market place adequate trust in the ratings. This type
of behavior signals that alternative ways of funding - besides the bank - will most likely always
play a part in a company's capital structure due to the nature of the market. Especially when
considering the cost benefits that could come with an even more digitalized credit rating
process. One fund respondent mentioned that a pro with debt funds would be the better
opportunity to offer longer maturities than the bank due to the bank being victims of match
funding. However, one could clearly argue that this particular role could essentially be filled by
any type of financier which would render debt funds, in their current form, useless.
When looking at the US market as an indicator on how the Swedish market might develop
there are difficulties drawing any clear lines between the two markets. As shown by Mishkin,
the fact that the financial systems are significantly different to one another is univocal, which
is further confirmed through the differing regulation. However, what can be discussed is that
the US have been scared of encouraging the creation of large dominating banks due to the
fact that it might limit the available capital for SMEs. This is not necessarily because the banks
believe SMEs will fail, but may instead be because they would be considered too small for the
banks and in essence not providing decent profitability in absolute terms. As the Swedish
market is heavily dominated by a few select banks this situation should be present in Sweden,
based on the assumptions set in the US. This might be an explanation, or at least part of it, to
why more and more Swedish SMEs have started to find themselves on the capital markets as
shown in the empirical study. However, one should never forget the fact that a large bank in
Sweden would most likely be equivalent to a small-medium sized bank in the US if the market
structure would be identical and SMEs should therefore still be of interest.

When considering what type of investors that invest in debt funds, the aim for the investors is
to diversify their portfolios and increase exposure towards the real estate sector. If, for
instance, pension funds have policies and regulations restricting how much resources that can
be allocated to a specific sector, this might imply that there is a limit on the Swedish market
considering raising capital. This further might indicate alternative financing options are limited
by allocation policies. On the other hand, one fund respondent argues that there might be
interest from international investors to invest in debt funds, perhaps instead of investing in
traditional bank bonds to achieve their wanted exposure towards a specific segment of the
Swedish real estate sector. One might argue that the niche of debt funds, e.g. targeting a
specific commercial real estate project, can be seen as an edge and selling point for both
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domestic and international investors. Hypothetically, if debt funds continue to grow on a global
scale, one could also argue the case that specifically international investors would be keener
to choose debt funds before or combined with other options. It might come to the point where
it may be considered as a “hygiene factor” to include this type of debt instrument in specific
sectors as a part of a complete portfolio.

However, this is most likely not going to be the key drive for debt funds becoming an
established alternative. As highlighted in the analysis, international investors are limited in
their actions based on their investment strategy and it could be concluded that international
investors contributing to the growth of debt funds therefore may be considered improbable.

According to both the reports from the market overview and the empirical study, Swedish
banks constitute a major part of financing towards all real estate segments. With the concerns
raised by the Swedish Central Bank the banks are clearly under pressure from national
authorities to strain their exposure which could pose an opening to a change in the market
structure. Further, one could argue that due to the banks’ large exposure, alternative financing
options may benefit, as long as there is a continued high demand on capital, which is highly
dependent on macroeconomic factors that are mostly uncontrollable by any individual entity.

One fund respondent stated that the banks relationship to its core customers probably will
continue to be unchanged regardless of the potential growth of the AIF market. Further, one
bank respondent stated that banks probably are capable of offering the exact same terms as
the alternative financing options if needed. This could be an indication that alternative
financing options generally and the capital markets are fighting in a market potentially full of
lemons with the banks sneaking out the best customers, as commonly referred to the market
for lemons by George Akerlof. Historically, this can be observed on the Swedish bond market
where the largest banks have helped the largest and most prestigious companies to issue and
further mediate their bonds. However, as one industry respondent mentioned, third-party bond
trustees are starting to play a more significant role on the Swedish bond markets as there is
an incentive in eliminating conflicts of interest between banks and issuers which could lead to
banks not being able to maintain as strong of a relationship with the companies. This might
further be reflected in the rapid paced regulatory changes, where companies to a larger extent
need to stay compliant.

When it comes to the choice of listing a debt fund there are factors that addresses both positive
and negative sides of this. The listing would be beneficial in the way where more capital could
be raised and a wider range of investors, professional and non-professional, would be included
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as well as having the opportunity to early exit. On the other hand, the listing process is both
time consuming and resources needs to be allocated to both financial and legal advisors in
order to comply with exchange rules and regulations. A company needs to be more
transparent in their fund prospect since the investor protection is higher regarding nonprofessionals. Taking this into consideration, the listing of a debt fund may not be as attractive
currently but may increase in the future if the market share increases and new entities arise
on the Swedish market. To conclude, it boils down to a simple choice of strategy for the
management and the overall wishes of the investors. However, there seems to be a confusion
in the industry on exactly what demands and expectations the investors place on the funds, a
fact which can be derived from the empirical study.

As this report shows, the debt market is growing, not only in Sweden, but globally. The shift in
capital structure has resulted in a broader mix of capital sources. Since credit rating provided
by rating agencies have a substantial impact on a company's aim to diversify its funding, they
could be considered of the utmost importance. The traditional mindset on debt being viewed
as something negative may have shifted and is starting to be regarded more as “leverage”.
This development may be in favor for the growth of alternative financing options on the
Swedish market, and debt funds may benefit from this. On the other side, there are naturally
risks tied to debt. As long as a company achieves a diversity in its financing sources the risks
associated with refinancing can be partly mitigated.

Finally, what it boils down to is a simple question of trust. As previously described in the
empirical study, direct lending through non-bank parties already have a seat at the table when
Swedish companies are searching for capital, see Figure 13, but are rarely part of the final
discussions when considering other options e.g. capital markets and traditional bank loans.
This is most likely due to a lack of confidence and awareness in the option leading to it being
disregarded. This is an understandable reaction since debt funds is still a fairly new alternative
on the Swedish market. This may change if debt funds in consideration to the change of capital
structure of a company combined with the regulatory changes can prove itself as a viable
alternative. At that point, already having a seat at the table may be the icebreaker. One bank
respondent also mentioned that the banks’ business model makes it possible to offer a wholepackage solution – this could be another reason why direct financing currently is being
disregarded.
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Figure 13: Current common alternatives for a corporation seeking capital through a Swedish Investment Bank
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8.0 Conclusion
Firstly, the findings show an optimism for debt funds on the Swedish market which all
respondents agree upon. The results are not surprising as we have seen a similar
development in other developed countries, such as the UK. What can be derived from the
findings of this investigation is that non-bank-debt have started playing a greater role in the
capital structure of companies on the Swedish market, regardless of size. Already, larger
corporations are not depending on banks for their long-term funding. To believe this
development will continue is considered as logical due to a number of factors. As credit ratings
and maintaining a sound capital mix have become important for the companies, they have
been forced to look outside the banking industry in order to obtain this. With the current
historically low interest rate environment, one could also expect that the banks’ pricing of
traditional loans is at an all-time low, yet alternatives are still growing at a rapid pace. This is
most likely due to the alternatives being able to offer funding at an even lower cost.
Furthermore, with the current market situation the general increase in demand for capital is
expected to ensue which should come with opportunities for alternatives to create brand
awareness and bestow trust in their product. This may most likely be the driving factor to why
there exist favorable conditions on the Swedish market.

Further with Swedish banks, in an impressive way, adopting to the more extensive regulation
following Basel III and beginning to achieve greater levels of solvency, indicates that their
market position and exposure towards real estate is far from over. The extended demand of
capital on the market may therefore be the driving factor to why debt funds or other alternative
financing options can prosper. However, it has been made clear from the empirical study that
the Swedish National Supervisory Authorities clearly have a predefined view of the market
and wish for reduction in the banks’ exposure towards real estate and may therefore impact
the market distribution going forward. This is a delicate balance for the authorities to handle
due to the problems tied to systematic risk as they would essentially be leaving an area with
a direct impact on the economy relatively free.

As the US market vastly differs from the EU market in the regulatory and systematic
perspective it is hard to draw any conclusions that may be applied on the Swedish market,
more than concluding that debt funds play a larger role on the US market. When considering
the UK market - which historically also have been bank dominated - we believe that there are
such severe cultural differences compared to the Swedish market, that the bank industry and
dominance in Sweden is ingrained in the society, which would be a difficult mindset to change.
Further, the culture of equity issuance is highly associated with the Swedish market. However,
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the equity dominance is deemed unlikely to disappear, and it is rather that the culture is being
expanded to include more options as transaction costs decreases. This brings us to the
conclusion that we most likely will not experience the same development as on the UK market,
at least when considering the bank dominancy and within a reasonable timeframe. With this
in mind, we believe that these alternative financing options will have a hard time competing
and eventually overtaking banks market share. However, we have observed that there is an
increased demand on capital and debt instruments on the Swedish market that remains.

Figure 14: A summary of the most important aspects considering the conditions that exist.

Our conclusion is therefore that the conditions for alternative sources of capital in the terms of
debt funds are favorable in many aspects on the Swedish market. There are clear indications
that this type of debt instrument is demanded on the market, however the question whether
debt funds can fill that gap remains uncertain at this early stage.

8.1 Final words & further investigation
At the time of writing, debt funds have not yet experienced a severe decline on the Swedish
real estate market. Any real tests or strains have therefore not yet affected the funds and it is
difficult to imagine how these would be handled. However, the general view of the industry is
that it could be considered a natural step of the market to turn towards alternative financing
options when considering the financial, structural and regulatory aspects. What we can
conclude is that the balance between theory and practice is gentle, and what can be described
in theory not always reflects the outcome in practice and vice versa. Despite this, many
aspects that have been addressed in the empirical results can be derived from the previously
mentioned theories.
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Further investigations on this topic may include a larger sample of interview respondents with
an emphasis on the investor’s and the borrower’s perspective. It would further be interesting
to recreate this study in the future when the market may have matured or experienced a
decline. This could end up with a different and intriguing result.
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Appendix
Interview questions in English
Interview questions for Brunswick Real Estate
1. What pros and cons are there with alternatives to traditional bank lending?
2. When do you see the biggest interest for using bonds to secure capital for real estate
investment? In essence, when is the market at a high? Are there clear market cycles
that can be observed?
3. What future do you see for alternative investments and especially debt funds in
Sweden?
4. What regulatory framework do you need to take into consideration? Are you registered
as an Alternative Investment Fund (defined under Swedish regulation)?
5. What is your point-of-view on the risk-adjusted weights (settled by Basel III) concerning
commercial real estate and alternative investments? Would you say this is a regulatory
advantage for you against banks as you do not have to take this legislation into account
in your business?
6. If you, along with this type of alternative for financing, would expand in Sweden, what
challenges do you see coming with this development?
7. If you started competing with banks over the same project, how do you see your
possibilities at competing?
8. As the interest for and use of debt fund start to grow, do you believe this will lead to a
stricter and more extended regulation like the regulation that banks have to take into
account?
9. What risk are there with debt funds and for example; how often do early withdrawals
from the fund happen?
10. What is your perspective to securitize the loans that you issue? Do you see any value
in this?
11. Can an AIF issue a loan instrument to itself?
12. What are the benefits or value of doing this?
13. Have your investors made demands or requests to list the fund?
Interview questions for Danske Bank
1. How is the interest for issuing bonds at the moment and how have it been historically?
2. What is the main drive and purpose for real estate companies choosing the bond
market? Are the more factors than just wanting to increase leverage that is taken into
account when companies chose to take out debt?
3. From a historical perspective; have the bond market become cheaper to use as a mean
of acquiring capital?
4. How do you think Basel III, which is to be fully implemented by 2022, will affect the
bond market going forward?
5. When do you see the biggest interest for using bonds to secure capital for real estate
investment? In essence, when is the market at a high? Are there clear market cycles
that can be observed?
6. Has the maturity for bonds increased? How do you think this will change in the future?
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Interview questions for Fastum Hypoteksförvaltning AB
1. If you started competing with banks over the same project, do you believe AIFs will be
able to compete?
2. If this business area expands for you, how do you view the possibility of expanding the
fund and investing in more types of project?
3. From your point-of-view, how do you look at the possibility of securitizing the loans
issued by the fund?
4. Has the maturity for loans increased? How do you think this will change in the future?
5. How do you think Basel III, which will be implemented in its entirety in 2022, will
affect the Swedish AIF in the future?
6. Do you think there will be a bigger interest in launching AIFs in the future?
7. If this type of alternative for financing would expand in Sweden, what challenges do
you see coming with this development?
8. What is your view on the possibilities for debt funds to grow on the Swedish market?
9. As the interest for and use of AIF’s start to grow, do you believe this will lead to a
stricter and more extended regulation like the regulation that banks have to take into
account?
Interview questions for Svenska Handelsbanken
1. How have Basel III affected the banks in general and their risk appetite towards the
real estate sector and how will it resume to do so once it can be considered as fully
implemented in 2022?
2. If the market for alternative financing - e.g. debt funds and the capital markets - were
to experience significant growth in Sweden, do you believe this will influence the
banks in any way?
3. Which factor do you imagine have been the at the core in making bank loans so
highly sought after compared to other financing options historically?
4. From what we have gathered, companies have more and more started cherishing
having a diversified capital structure, i.e. a good mix of capital sources, in order to
strengthen their credit rating and reduce funding risk. How do you believe this
mindset will affect the banks going forward?
Interview questions for NASDAQ
1. Regarding the Swedish AIFs, how does the listing process work and do you see any
greater interest in this type of fund to note than before?
2. Has the interest in AIFs increased? How big is this market in Sweden?
3. If this market is growing, how do you think the regulation will change with this?
4. How do you think Basel III, which will be implemented in its entirety in 2022, will
affect the Swedish AIF in the future?
5. Do you think there will be a greater interest in launching AIFs in the future?
6. Why do some AIFs choose to go to the stock exchange in your experience? What
are the benefits of this?
7. What turnover is there in these instruments? Is it also required that the instruments
have a liquidity guarantee for them to be listed?
8. What is your view on the possibilities for debt funds to grow on the Swedish market?
9. What do you see for future in alternative investments in Sweden? If this type of
financing alternative were to grow further in Sweden, what challenges do you see
with this?
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Interview questions for Nordic Trustee
1. How much of an interest is there in issuing bond loans and how has this evolved
historically?
2. What are the advantages and disadvantages of alternative financing?
3. What do you think alternative financing solutions lack in order to be able to replace or
challenge the dominant and traditional bank loans?
4. When do you see the greatest interest in issuing bonds for real estate financing?
That is, when is the peak of the market? Is it cyclical?
5. What factors, besides perhaps just price/cost, do you see as important/common
criteria for those who choose to issue bonds?
6. How do you think Basel III, which will be implemented in its entirety in 2022, will
affect the bond market in the future?
7. In terms of maturity of bonds; have the maturities generally become longer? How do
you think this will develop in the future?
8. How do you see the possibilities for debt funds to grow on the Swedish market?
9. How do you see the future of alternative investments to develop in Sweden? If this
type of financing alternative were to grow further in Sweden, what challenges might
one face?

Interview questions in Swedish
Intervjufrågor till Brunswick Real Estate
1. Vilka fördelar och nackdelar med alternativ finansiering finns det?
2. När ser ni störst intresse för fastighetsfinansiering? D.v.s., när är marknaden som
hetast? Går det i tydliga cykler?
3. Vad ser ni för framtid inom alternativa investeringar och just debt funds i Sverige?
4. Vilket regelverk verkar ni under? Är ni registrerade som AIF?
5. Hur ser ni på riskjusteringen vad det gäller alternativa finansieringar inom exempelvis
kommersiella fastigheter? En regelmässig fördel? Verkar inte under samma reglering
som banker?
6. Om ni skulle expandera och denna typ av finansieringsalternativ skulle växa i Sverige,
vilka utmaningar ser ni med detta?
7. Som vi förstod det på senaste mötet var riktade ni in er på projekt som banken inte tar
i dagsläget av olika anledningar? Men om det kommer till projekt som även banken
skulle ta i framtiden, hur ser ni då på konkurrensfrågan?
8. I takt med tillväxt och ökat intresse för debt funds, kommer detta innebära utökad
reglering likt regleringen för banker? Vad tror ni?
9. Vilka risker finns det med debt funds och hur vanligt är det med exempelvis förtida
inlösen?
10. Vad tror ni om att värdepapperisera lånen som ni ger ut? Ser ni något värde i detta
framöver?
11. Kan en AIF emittera ett låneinstrument till sig själv?
12. Vad finns det för fördelar eller värde med att göra detta?
13. Har era investerare ställt krav eller önskemål om att notera fonden?
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Intervjufrågor till Danske Bank
1. Hur ser intresset ut för att emittera obligationslån och hur har det sett ut historiskt?
2. Vad är drivkraften och syftet bakom varför fastighetsbolag vänder sig till
obligationsmarknaden? Traditionell bankfinansiering bör vara det billigare alternativet.
Är det fler faktorer som påverkar detta mer än att öka belåningen?
3. Har det blivit billigare för fastighetsbolag att använda sig av obligationsmarknaden ur
ett historiskt perspektiv?
4. Hur tror du att Basel III som ska implementeras i sin helhet år 2022 kommer att påverka
obligationsmarknaden framöver?
5. När ser du störst intresse för fastighetsfinansiering (obligationer)? D.v.s., när är
marknaden som hetast? Går det i tydliga cykler?
6. Vad det gäller löptider på obligationer. Har löptiderna generellt sett blivit längre? Hur
tror du att det kommer att se ut framöver?
Intervjufrågor till Fastum Hypoteksförvaltning AB
1. Målgruppen som vi förstår det är projekt som banken tackar nej till i dagsläget. Men
om vi tänker oss en situation där banken skulle tacka ja i framtiden, ser du då att AIF
har en rimlig möjlighet att konkurrera?
2. Om detta område växer för er, hur ser du på möjligheten att expandera fonden och de
projekt som finansieras?
3. Hur ser du på möjligheten att värdepapperisera fondens lån?
4. Vad det gäller löptider på lån; Har löptiderna generellt sett blivit längre? Hur tror du att
det kommer att se ut framöver?
5. Hur tror du att Basel III, som ska implementeras i sin helhet år 2022, kommer att
påverka AIF framöver?
6. Tror du det kommer bli ett större intresse att starta AIF’er?
7. Om denna typ av finansieringsalternativ skulle växa ytterligare i Sverige, vilka
utmaningar ser du med detta?
8. Hur ser du på förutsättningen för debt funds att växa på den svenska marknaden?
9. I takt med tillväxt och ökat intresse för AIF, kommer detta innebära utökad reglering
likt regleringen för banker?
Intervjufrågor till Svenska Handelsbanken
1. Hur har Basel III (och hur kommer det påverka när det är fullt implementerat år 2022)
påverkat bankerna i sin helhet och riskaptiten mot fastighetssektorn?
2. Tror du att bankerna (traditionella banklån) kommer att påverkas vid en eventuell ökad
tillväxt på den alternativa finansieringsmarknaden, som exempelvis skuldfonder och
kapitalmarknaden?
3. Vad tror du är den främsta faktorn till att bankfinansiering är, och har varit, så högt
eftertraktad i jämförelse med andra finansieringslösningar?
4. Vad vi har förstått har företag i större utsträckning börjat värna om en mer diversifierad
finansiering, d.v.s. en god mix i finansieringskällor, i syfte att stärka kreditbetyget och
minska finansieringsrisk. Hur tror du att detta kan komma att påverka bankerna
framöver?
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Intervjufrågor till NASDAQ
1. Gällande AIF’er, hur fungerar noteringsprocessen och ser ni något större intresse hos
denna typ av fond att notera sig än tidigare?
2. Har intresset för AIF’er ökat? Hur stor är denna marknad i Sverige?
3. Om denna marknad växer, hur tror ni att regleringen kommer att förändras i takt med
detta?
4. Hur tror ni att Basel III, som ska implementeras i sin helhet år 2022, kommer att
påverka AIF framöver? Tror ni det kommer bli ett större intresse att starta AIF’er?
5. Varför väljer vissa AIF’er att söka sig till börsen i er erfarenhet? Vilka fördelar ser ni
med detta?
6. Hur ser omsättning i dessa instrument ut? Krävs det vidare att instrumenten har en
likviditetsgarant för att de ska få listas?
7. Hur ser ni på förutsättningen för debt funds att växa på den svenska marknaden?
8. Vad ser ni för framtid inom alternativa investeringar i Sverige? Om denna typ av
finansieringsalternativ skulle växa ytterligare i Sverige, vilka utmaningar ser ni med
detta?
Intervjufrågor till Nordic Trustee
1. Hur ser intresset ut för att emittera obligationslån och hur har det sett ut historiskt?
2. Vilka fördelar och nackdelar med alternativ finansiering finns det?
3. Vad anser ni att alternativa finansieringslösningar saknar för att kunna ersätta eller
utmana den dominanta och traditionella bankfinansieringen?
4. När ser ni störst intresse för att emittera obligationer för fastighetsfinansiering? D.v.s.,
när är marknaden som hetast? Går det i tydliga cykler?
5. Vilka faktorer, förutom kanske just pris/kostnad, ser ni som viktiga/vanliga kriterier hos
de som väljer att emittera obligationer?
6. Hur tror ni att Basel III, som ska implementeras i sin helhet år 2022, kommer att
påverka obligationsmarknaden framöver?
7. Vad det gäller löptider på obligationer; Har löptiderna generellt sett blivit längre? Hur
tror ni att det kommer att se ut framöver?
8. Hur ser ni på förutsättningen för debt funds att växa på den svenska marknaden?
9. Vad ser ni för framtid inom alternativa investeringar i Sverige? Om denna typ av
finansieringsalternativ skulle växa ytterligare i Sverige, vilka utmaningar ser ni med
detta?
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